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Abstract

Spatial reuse TDMA has been proposed as an access scheme for multi-hop ra-
dio networks where real-time service guarantees are important. The idea is to
allow several radio terminals to use the same time slot when possible. A time
slot can be shared when the radio units are geographically separated such that
small interference is obtained. The transmission rights of the different users are
described with a schedule.

In this thesis we will study various aspects of STDMA scheduling. A com-
mon thread in these various aspects is the use of an interference-based net-
work model, as opposed to a traditional graph-based network model. While an
interference-based network model is more complex than a graph-based model,
it is also much more realistic in describing the wireless medium.

An important contribution of this thesis is a comparison of network models
where we show that the limited information of a graph model leads to significant
loss of throughput as compared to an interference-based model, when perform-
ing STDMA scheduling.

The first part ot this thesis is a study of assignment strategies for centralized
scheduling. Traditionally, transmission rights have been given to nodes or to
links, i.e., transmitter/receiver pairs. We compare these two approaches and
show that both have undesirable properties in certain cases. Furthermore, we
propose a novel assignment strategy, achieving the advantages of both methods.

Next we investigate the effect of a limited frame length on STDMA sched-
ules. We first show that the required frame length is larger for link assignment
than for node assignment. Further, we propose a novel assignment strategy, the
joint node and link assignment, that has as low frame length requirements as
node assignment but with the capacity of link assignment.

In the last part of this thesis we describe a novel interfence-based distributed
STDMA algorithm and investigate its properties, specifically its overhead re-
quirement. In addition we show that this algorithm can generate as good sched-
ules as a centralized algorithm can.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Military communications

In future military operations, the armed forces must be able to operate against a
variety of threats (from heavy armor to irregular forces) and in a variety of en-
vironments, including urban, mountainous and forested terrain, under jamming
threats, sometimes while remaining covert. This will require a very flexible
command, control and communications system that can be adapted to the pre-
vailing situation.

The communication system will be a central part of a future network centric
defence. Fast and reliable exchange of information between different parts of
the military organization will be essential and international operations will be
increasingly more important as will cooperation with other countries military
forces.

Communications capability must be maintained over extended ranges and
interoperation with strategic-, operational- and tactical-level information sys-
tems must be possible in order to support autonomous operations with highly
dispersed organizational elements. The network must be scalable to permit use
over small as well as large areas of operation, possibly with large number of
users.

This will require a dynamic re-configurable network that can exploit all sen-
sors and information sources available for maximum efficiency so that informa-
tion can be quickly acquired and assimilated at all levels of the command’s
hierarchy.

Furthermore, much of the information and its requirements must be avail-
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

able even at the level of the individual soldiers. The system must be able to pro-
vide its users with robust communication, situation awareness, planning, task-
ing and coordination, precise geolocation and navigation, and possibly other
services not yet foreseen [1].

Since different parts of the network experience very different situations,
these different parts must be able to autonomously adapt to the prevailing lo-
cal situations and exploit these for maximum efficiency. Such situations can
vary from a merely portable Headquarter LAN to the rapid changes on the bat-
tlefield itself. In all situations there may be hostile jammers present, and the loss
of any unit is possible.

Even under the most severe conditions, the network must provide each sol-
dier with the ability to transmit and receive command and control data at a min-
imal information rate, regardless of combat situation, position or environment.
The network must also function if divided into sub-segments.

All these requirements means that robust, secure, and efficient wireless com-
munication networks will play a very essential part of the future military com-
munication network.

To avoid weak points, we do not want to rely on centralized control. Fur-
thermore, if communication links break due to mobility or hostile jamming we
want the network to be able to reconfigure itself and find other routes for the
traffic.

These requirements differ considerably from most civilian networks, which
usually are geared to low cost with pre-installed wireless infrastructures. Civil-
ian networks are often hierarchical in the sense that mobile units will communi-
cate through a central, static node. The loss of this central node leads to network
failure of all units in the surrounding area.

All services the military communication network will provide must be si-
multaneously handled by the system, each with different service demands. For
example, voice transmissions put high demands on the delay. The human ear is
especially sensitive to long delays, which can come from large delay variations
(buffered in the end), large delay mean values or a combination of both. On the
other hand, a rather high bit error rate can probably be accepted. Other informa-
tion updates may have high demands on the avoidance of bit errors, while delay
may be of lesser importance.

The upholding of these service requirements is usually denoted as Quality-
of-Service (QoS) guarantees. QoS can be seen as a performance contract be-
tween the network and the application. In a mobile radio network no absolute
guarantees can be given since there is always the possibility that the network
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separates into more than one network. However, in this case QoS can be seen
as best effort in the sense that the network will achieve the performance agreed
upon as long as it is at all possible.

Although it is not possible to foresee all services that will be required in
the future, some of the basic requested services today will most likely also be
relevant in the future. In [2], three services are described as particularly inter-
esting: group calls, situation awareness, and intranet connections. Group calls
are generally considered to be the most important of these services. Group calls
requires a guaranteed low delay, i.e. an upper bound on the time it takes to trans-
mit a message from the source to destination or an upper bound on the variance
of the delay (jitter).

A specific example of one scenario where all previous mentioned require-
ments and services are necessary is a mechanized battalion, consisting of a num-
ber of highly mobile tanks. In this case all communication platforms are vehi-
cles, which means that power supply and computational capacity may not be the
most limiting factors. However, mobility may be rapid even in difficult terrain.

One type of network that have the potential of fulfilling these requirements
is ad hoc-networks.

1.2 Ad hoc Networks

An ad hoc network consists of (mobile) radio units (nodes) that are spread out
in some (possibly unknown) terrain without any form of pre-planning or fixed
infra-structure. Every node is both transmitter and receiver and can also function
as a relay node for nodes further away (multi-hop functionality), outside direct
radio transmission range, i.e. nodes close to each other communicate directly
while nodes further away use intermediate nodes as relay nodes.

Ad hoc networks can be robust and flexible since the loss of one of the
relaying nodes can be handled by finding other intermediate nodes that can be
relays, no node are essential for the functionality of the network. Furthermore,
by relaying traffic we do not need line-of-sight communications between the
communicating nodes, thereby decreasing necessary transmission power.

Ad hoc networks have been suggested for use in several situations where
the wired communication infrastructure is not sufficient. Beside the obvious
— military communications, it can also be used in emergency situations, e.g.
after a earthquake where parts of the wired infrastructure have been destroyed
or is lacking power supply. Another is to complement cellular systems in order
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to extend the range of base stations. In this case we need fewer base stations
resulting in a cheaper fixed infra-structure.

There has been research on ad hoc networks since the 70’s, then under the
name packet radio networks, but in recent years there have been a considerable
increase in interest for ad hoc networks. Despite this, there is still problems that
need to be solved before they can be efficiently used in our military scenarios.

One problem is caused by the multi-hop functionality itself. The relaying of
traffic can enable communication between units further away than what would
otherwise be possible, but it also introduces the problem of finding the path from
source to destination. This problem is generally referred to as routing and it has
gotten a lot of attention from researchers. The problem is that ad hoc networks
usually changes much faster than other networks and new paths must constantly
be found without too large overhead. See for example [3] for an overview of
different routing methods in ad hoc networks.

Another important design issue is Medium Access Control (MAC), i.e. how
to avoid or resolve conflicts due to simultaneously transmitting radio units. Less
research then for routing have been done here and this will be our main area.

Before we discuss MAC in more detail we can also mention some other
issues of importance for the performance of ad hoc networks. One of them is
the previously mentioned QoS. The rapid changes in an ad hoc network makes
reliable guarantees, delays or other, difficult. It is probably necessary to solve
this problem on all levels of the communication system. We can for example
demand that both routing and MAC attempt to give guarantees. For routing this
means finding appropriate ways (in terms of what should be guaranteed) and for
MAC it may for example mean reservations or prioritizing important data.

Another issue that also is important to solve is security. Ad hoc networks are
supposed to function autonomously without any centralized unit, it is therefore
difficult to use methods that exists for fixed networks. However, this is also an
issue we will not study further in this work.

1.3 Medium Access Control

Traditionally, MAC protocols for ad hoc networks are based on contention-
based access methods, i.e. a user attempts to access the channel only when
it actually has packets to send. The user has no specific reservation of a chan-
nel and only tries to contend for or reserve the channel when it has packets to
transmit. This has clear advantages when the traffic is unpredictable. More
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specifically, the most frequently used protocols are based on carrier sense mul-
tiple access (CSMA) [4], i.e. each user monitors the channel to see if it is used,
and only if it is not will the user transmit. However, this is done in the transmit-
ter while collisions appear in the receiver. This can lead to the so-called hidden
terminal problem. A way around this is to first transmit a short request-to-send
(RTS) and then only send the message if a clear-to-send (CTS) is received. This
is the general principle of the IEEE 802.11 standard [5], which at present is the
most investigated and used MAC protocol. However, several RTS can be lost in
a row which makes delay guarantees difficult.

Efforts have been made to guarantee QoS in CSMA-based medium MAC,
see e.g. [6], but contention-based medium access methods are inherently inap-
propriate for providing QoS guarantees.

One of the most important QoS parameters in many applications that are
specifically sensitive to the MAC is the delay guarantees previously mentioned.

One approach where delay bounds can be guaranteed is time division multi-
ple access (TDMA), i.e. the time is divided into time slots and each user receives
its own time slot.

Unfortunately, in sparsely connected networks this is usually inefficient.
But, due to the multihop properties, the time slots can often be shared by more
than one user without conflicts. This will automatically be the case with dy-
namic MAC protocols like CSMA, since a user’s access to the channel only will
affect a local area.

However, to achieve both high capacity and delay guarantees one can use
spatial reuse TDMA (STDMA) [7], which is an extension of TDMA where
the capacity is increased by spatial reuse of the time slots, i.e., a time slot can
be shared by radio units geographically separated so that small interference is
obtained.

1.4 STDMA Scheduling

The problem is to design STDMA schedules that fulfill required properties, e.g.
minimizing delay or being able to update the schedules in a distributed fashion.
An STDMA schedule describes the transmission rights for each time slot.

Before we go into more detail we will show a small example of how we can
go from a scenario with tanks to an STDMA schedule. In the top part of Figure
1.1 we see a group of nine tanks heading to the right.

Now, to represent this as a radio network each of these tanks will be shown
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Figure 1.1: A unit of 9 tanks represented as a 9-node network.

as a node in the middle picture (circles), giving us a 9-node network. Further-
more, the ability to directly communicate between two of the tanks is repre-
sented by an line. Such lines are called links, and the lack of a link represents
that the two units cannot communicate directly, but must instead relay their
message by intermediate nodes. Direct communication is usually possible if the
units are close to each other, but objects like a hill can prevent direct communi-
cation even when units are close, see for example nodes 6 and 8 in the figure.

Furthermore, we can see that communication between nodes 1 and 9 must be
relayed by nodes 2 and 3. An STDMA schedule could assign link (1, 2), (9, 3),
and (6, 7) to transmit simultaneously, since they are sufficiently far from each
other. Another set could be (4, 1), (3, 5) and (8, 7), but not (1, 2), (3, 5), and
(8, 7) because, at least in this example, we are using omni-directional antennas,
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and the transmission of node 3 would interfere with the reception of node 2.

In the bottom part of the figure we show a possible schedule where each link
receives one time slot each, as can be seen, at least ten time slots will be needed
since the ten directed links between the four nodes in the center cannot share
time slots.

Unfortunately, the nodes will be moving, and nodes that can transmit simul-
taneously without conflict at one moment will probably not be able to do so
later. Returning to the above example we can see that if tank 3 moves slower
than the three tanks to the left, the transmission of node 1 will eventually create
sufficient interference when node 3 receives on link 2 so that links 1,2, and 3
cannot share the same time slot anymore.

Therefore, the STDMA schedule must be updated whenever something changes
in the network. This can be done in a centralized manner, i.e. all information is
collected into a central node, which calculates a new schedule. This schedule is
then propagated throughout the network. The schedules designed this way can
be very efficient because the central node has all information about the network.

However, for a fast-moving network this is usually not possible. By the
time the new schedule has been propagated it is already obsolete, due to node
movements. Furthermore, it is not a robust solution, as the loss of the central
node can be devastating for network communications.

Another way to create STDMA schedules is to do it in a distributed man-
ner, i.e. when something changes in the network, only the nodes in the local
neighborhood of the change will act on it and update their schedules without the
need to collect information into a central unit. In this thesis we will look at both
methods.

In the above example, all transmission rights are assigned to the links, i.e.
both transmitting and receiving nodes are determined in advance when the sched-
ule is created. This is called link assignment or link activation. An alternative
would be to assign transmission rights to the nodes instead. In this case only
the node is scheduled to transmit in the time slot. Any of its neighbors, or all,
can be chosen to be the receiving node. This is called node assignment or node
activation.

Generally, node assignment is used for broadcast traffic, and link assignment
is used for unicast traffic. However, in the multipurpose networks of the future,
the network must be able to handle both these types of traffic simultaneously,
which means that it would be preferable if one assignment strategy can be used
for all traffic types.
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1.5 Research Area and Previous Work

In this section we will go further into the problems that have been studied for
STDMA and from this motivate the specific problems we have chosen to inves-
tigate in this thesis. In the next section we will describe our research problems
in greater detail.

The problems surrounding the design of STDMA schedules are well ad-
dressed in the literature, but areas remain that need more work.

Networks Models

In order to determine which nodes or links that can transmit at the same time
when we do the scheduling, we need a description of the network. We usually
denote such a description with a network model. The network models used by
STDMA algorithms have varied in complexity.

Most algorithms assume that transmission ranges are limited (usually circu-
lar), and beyond this no interference is caused. This allows the problem to be
transformed into a graph-theoretical problem, i.e. the network is represented as
a directed graph as we did in the previous section. In this graph, an edge be-
tween two nodes indicates that they can communicate with each other directly,
and the lack of an edge indicates that they cannot affect each other even as in-
terferences. This is commonly referred to as the Protocol Interference Model,
see for example [7, 8, 9].

Using this model, scheduling can be transformed into the coloring of the
nodes or links in a graph, which can be solved with the help of graph theory.
This model thereby makes it simple to create STDMA algorithms. In addition,
the maximum distance nodes can effect each other is two hops, which makes
it easy to design distributed algorithms. However, a disadvantage is that this
model does not describe the wireless medium very well as it does not take into
consideration capture or that the combination of interference from several nodes
can cause transmissions to fail.

A more complex network model uses a two-level graph model, see e.g. [10].
Here interference edges are added, meaning that there is not sufficient signal
power to receive the packet without error, but it is strong enough to interfere
with reception from other users. This model gives a better description of the
network and is still useful for a mobile scenario where the schedule must be
updated often.

A more realistic, although even more complex, model is the use of the
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signal-to-interference ratio, Interference-Based Scheduling. This is also known
as the Physical Interference Model. In this case, a node is assumed to be able to
receive a packet without error if the received signal strength is sufficient com-
pared with the noise and all interfering signals (from simultaneously transmit-
ting nodes in the network). The first use of this model for STDMA scheduling
that we have found is [11].

The use of the Physical Interference Model is the main focus of this thesis.
One reason to this is that it gives a so much better description of the network
than a graph model. We will generally use interference-based scheduling for all
scheduling in this thesis.

The only exception to this is a comparison of network models. Because
so many algorithms have assumed the use of the Protocol Interference Model,
the comparison of the efficiency of these models is one of the research areas in
this thesis. In chapter 5, we will show that graph scheduling can cause severe
problems.

It should be noted, however, that there have also been other approaches to
using graph-based scheduling. In [12] a truncated graph model is used that gives
probabilistic guarantees for the throughput by bounding the maximum number
of simultaneous transmitting units.

Assignment Strategies and Minimizing Frame Length

Since both broadcast traffic and unicast traffic have been considered important in
ad hoc networks, most work on STDMA has generally assumed the two types
of assignment strategies previously mentioned, i.e. node assignment and link
assignment.

Node assignment have also been called node activation or broadcast schedul-
ing. Examples of algorithms that generate node assignment schedules can be
found in [8, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Link assignment is often referred to as link activa-
tion, and examples of such algorithms can be found in [17, 18, 19, 20].

In practice, both assignment strategies are similar so it is usually simple
to design algorithms for both strategies if an algorithm is designed for one of
them, which has, for instance, been done in [21, 22]. Another example is [23],
in which algorithms for both link and node scheduling are described that focus
on generation on short schedules. In [24] a more general description of the
assignment problem is presented. The different assignment methods are seen as
constraints in a unified algorithm for the assignment problem given in the paper.

The most common research problem in respect of STDMA has probably
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been finding algorithms that generate schedules that give each node or link a
time slot with as short a schedule as possible. For arbitrary graphs, this has
been shown to be an NP-complete problem [25, 26] for both link and node
assignment. To overcome this the radio networks can instead be modeled as
restricted graphs, for example trees, planar graphs or close to planar graphs for
which it is easier to find solutions, see [27] for an overview.

However, although node scheduling has generally been assumed to be used
for multicast traffic and link scheduling has been assumed to be used for unicast
traffic, this does not provide the full picture. Little work exists that studies which
of these assignment strategies is preferable in different scenarios with different
types of traffic. In [28], the different properties of node and link assignment
have been studied in respect of schedules in which nodes or links are assigned
one slot each. In this they find that node assignment is preferable for all traffic
loads.

Traffic Sensitivity

However, giving each node or link a single time slot is not necessarily good.
There is considerable variation of traffic over the different links of the network
due to the relaying of traffic in multi-hop networks. An STDMA algorithm
must adapt to this and give some nodes more capacity (time slots) in order to
be efficient. Algorithms that do this are usually denoted as traffic sensitive or
traffic controlled. The ability to give some nodes or links extra time slots related
to the traffic loads on the links has been considered in several papers, see e.g.
[17, 29].

Furthermore, studies on traffic sensitivity have also shown that it improves
capacity considerably compared with giving each node or link a single time slot
[11, 30].

The results in [28] are therefore somewhat limited because traffic sensitiv-
ity is less of a problem for node assignment as there is less variation of the
traffic over the nodes than the links. A comparison under the assumption of
traffic sensitivity will be studied in this thesis. We will show that this gives a
different result, namely that link assignment can achieve higher throughput than
node assignment. Furthermore, we have chosen to use traffic sensitivity for all
scheduling in the thesis.

As we will see, neither node assignment or link assignment will be sufficient
in all situations so an important part of the thesis will focus on the suggestion of
new assignment strategies with better performance.
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Centralized and Distributed Algorithms

We have left one of the most important problem areas regarding STDMA until
now. The issues concerns how to design algorithms that can generate schedules
in a distributed manner. There are still many reasons why centralized schedul-
ing can be useful. For example, for static networks, a schedule can be generated
centrally and be distributed to the nodes in the network. However, the main rea-
son we study centralized algorithms in this thesis is that it gives us an upper limit
on performance and provides some ideas about which properties are important
when we do the distributed scheduling. Many such centralized algorithms have
been suggested, see for example [14, 19, 31].

However, in most scenarios where STDMA is envisioned, for example in
this thesis, mobility is assumed. Being able to update the schedule in a dis-
tributed manner is often considered vital. Many such algorithms have been sug-
gested, see for example [17, 32, 18, 15, 21, 33, 34], but they all assume a graph
model to describe the network. As previously mentioned, according to such
a model, nodes will only affect each other at a maximum of two hops, which
makes the distribution of information much simpler than for an interference-
based model that may let nodes at much further distance affect each other, de-
pending on the terrain . Few distributed algorithms have been implemented into
functional systems, but one, USAP [21], is used for to generate multi-channel
STDMA schedules in the soldier phone radio [35] that is designed as an ad hoc
radio for military use in mobile environments.

No fully distributed STDMA algorithm that can generate schedules based
on the physical Interference Model exists, and the first step towards such a al-
gorithms will be an important part of this thesis.

In addition we can return to the previous problem regarding traffic sensitiv-
ity, but now specifically for distributed algorithms.

For distributed scheduling, traffic control is only rarely included. Although
many algorithms include the ability to assign more than one time slot to a link
or node, cf. [36, 37], a more specific description of how and when some of the
links receive extra time slots is usually omitted.

One exception is [38] which attempts to generate fair time slot allocations
for link assignment given traffic demands on each link. Another is [39], where
each link can request a bandwidth, although the actual bandwidth it receives is
proportional to its request compared with the other links’ requests.

Another solution is described in [18], where virtual circuits are assigned
time slots (or rather each link along the virtual circuit). This gives traffic sensi-
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tivity because a link can carry more than one virtual circuit.

1.6 Research Strategy and Contributions

We will study the behavior of STDMA in two different types of mobility sce-
narios. First, centralized algorithms in static networks (in terms of both node
mobility and traffic). We use centralized scheduling to give us an upper limit on
performance, and to provide some ideas about which properties that are impor-
tant when we do the scheduling.

Second, we will study interference-based distributed scheduling in mobile
scenarios. We will also describe which properties a distributed STDMA algo-
rithm should have in order to be efficient. No existing STDMA algorithm can
fulfill all these properties, although USAP [36] fulfills several of them. Investi-
gations of distributed STDMA will give us a better picture of how well STDMA
performs.

The present thesis consists of the following studies:

1. We compare the two most common assignment methods used today, i.e.
node and link assignment. This comparison is performed both in an an-
alytical manner and via simulations, in order to determine when node
or link assignment should be used. We will show that link assignment
behaves better for high traffic loads, achieving a higher throughput for
unicast traffic. However, this comes at a cost of higher delay than node
assignment for low traffic loads. Our results also indicate that only the
size and the connectivity of the network are necessary to determine when
each of these methods should be used.

This has been published in [40, 41].

2. We suggest a novel assignment strategy that achieves the advantages of
both link assignment and node assignment. Our proposed strategy is
based on a link schedule, but in which transmission rights are extended.
This strategy is evaluated in comparison with the other two methods by
using approximations and simulations.

This has been published in [42, 43, 41].

3. We investigate the loss of efficiency (in terms of throughput) when the
STDMA algorithm only has knowledge about the two-level graph model
of the network compared with having full knowledge of the attenuation
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between all pairs of nodes. We show that the traditional graph-based
scheduling can lead to significant loss of throughput.

A somewhat different approach to this has been published in [44].

4. We investigate the effect of a limited frame length. We will show that the
required frame length is larger for link assignment than for node assign-
ment, but we also suggest a novel assignment strategy–joint node and link
assignment–that has as low frame length requirements as node assignment
but with the capacity of link assignment.

This is a joint study in collaboration with Ashay Dhamdhere.

A version of this is submitted to [45].

5. We describe a novel interference-based distributed STDMA algorithm
that can give results as high as what a centralized algorithm can. This
is done for an investigation on how to efficiently handle (use) distributed
information. This is mainly published in [46] and [47].

6. We show how to reduce the overhead requirement of the above described
algorithm by choosing good parameter settings. With overhead require-
ment we mean how much control information is required to convey the
desired network information. This can be done to indicate how much
network information should be transferred for different networks.

This is not yet published.

1.6.1 Delimitations

We will not study all extra features that can be added in order to further improve
STDMA. Examples of such features are power control, rate control, adaptive
antennas, and similar methods. We have enough parameters to handle without
these, but they can further improve STDMA. One goal of this work is to simplify
their inclusion later.

However, rate control will partly be included for distributed scheduling since
because some form of rate control is probably necessary for interference-based
scheduling in mobile networks.

Other practical issues concerning how to make an STDMA scheme work
will not be studied. These include slot synchronization, exact functionality of
data link layer, effects of Tx/Rx turnaround time, hostile jammers, and similar
effects which do affect the performance of the network.
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1.7 Related Work

There are also other areas of research for STDMA that are of interest. These
will be out of scope for this thesis, but much of the research on STDMA that is
being performed today is done in the following areas.

Optimal Scheduling

So far most STDMA algorithms (specifically if they are distributed) have been
designed to give an acceptable solution, rather than a solution that handles the
channel as efficiently as possible under different situations. However, in [19, 48]
the optimal scheduling problem was formulated using graph-based scheduling.
However, both of these assumed spread-spectrum signal modulation so only
avoidance of nodes or links transmitting and receiving at the same time was
necessary.

Only much more recently has more work been done on this, with most of
the studies using interference-based scheduling. In [49, 50] capacity regions
for ad hoc networks are studied. One method examined is a time slotted MAC
system, i.e. what we call STDMA. In addition to this, several papers on optimal
scheduling, with different assumptions have been published [51, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56].

Cross-Layer Issues

Several of the optimization papers also consider cross-layer issues as well, in
respect of both higher and lower layers. Joint scheduling with power control
and/or routing are some examples. As these issues are not the main focus of the
present thesis we will not provide more details about how these papers differ.

Cross-layer issues have not only been studied for optimal scheduling. Power
control have been studied in several cases. See [57] as one example. In [58]
variable-rate is also added. Distributed power control is used in [59, 60] (the
first one without scheduling-however)– and with routing in [61].

Adaptive and directional antennas have been studied for centralized schedul-
ing in some cases and have been shown to give considerable improvements
[62, 63]. Some results for distributed scheduling also exist [64].

So far optimization methods are mainly useful as reference methods, be-
cause they require all information about the network and it takes a long time
to calculate the schedules, especially for large networks. In addition, the best
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possible schedule in terms of throughput can be very long in order to handle
traffic sensitivity. Finding the best schedule with a given frame length is still a
very difficult.

1.8 Outline of the Thesis

In Chapter 2 we describe the network model we have used. We also describe the
layers, according to the OSI model, that are of interest to us, i.e. data link layer,
network layer and transport layer. The data link layer describes the functionality
of the links and when a link can be used without conflicts.

The transport layer basically gives us a model of the external traffic of the
network, whereas the network layer includes the routing of this traffic. The
main purpose of this is to calculate the traffic on the links and nodes in the
network. We also define the evaluation parameters, which are the average end-
to-end packet delay and the maximum throughput.

The rest of the thesis can be divided into two parts: centralized scheduling
and distributed scheduling. In Chapters 3 to 6 we will deal with centralized
scheduling for static networks. In Chapters 7 and 8 we will study distributed
scheduling for mobile networks.

In Chapter 3 we define and exemplify node assignment and link assignment.
We also provide approximations for the maximum throughput and the average
packet delay for these assignment methods. These are then used to compare the
efficiency of the algorithms. We conclude the chapter with simulations of delay
and throughput to determine how well the approximations work.

In Chapter 4 we describe a novel assignment method LET. Here, too, we
give an approximate formula for the delay and use this in comparison with sim-
ulations. These results are then compared to node and link assignment, showing
the advantages of LET.

In Chapter 5, we make a comparison between using the traditional graph
model when designing an STDMA schedule and using an interference-based
model.

In Chapter 6 we study the effect of different frame lengths and introduce
a new scheduling strategy, joint node and link assignment, that performs well
under all frame lengths.

Chapter 7 starts the study on distributed scheduling by giving a list of prop-
erties. Furthermore, we describe the distributed algorithm that we use. In chap-
ter 8 we continue this by studying the overhead traffic required when using this
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algorithm for a mobile network.
Finally, in Chapter 9 we conclude the thesis.
In appendix A we present more information about how simulations are per-

formed.



Chapter 2

Network Model

This chapter introduces the network model we use and the assumptions required.
These can be divided into two parts: first, the assumptions on the data link layer
and then the assumptions from the network and transport layers. The data link
layer is described in the first section. The assumptions on the higher layers
describe how the traffic is generated and routed.

Furthermore, we also describe how the performance will be evaluated.

2.1 The OSI Model

To reduce design complexity, most networks are organized as stacks of layers,
each one on top of the one below it. Each layer offers a set of services to the
layer on top of it, shielding the above layers from details of the implementation
of the layer below. The number of layers and content may vary from network to
network, but layer l on a node can be seen as it carries out a conversation with
layer l on another node. The rules of this conversation are called the protocol of
layer l. A collection of layers and protocols is called a network architecture.

In this thesis we will use the Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference
model as a basic description of the network architecture, it is not a complete
architecture, however, because the protocols of each layer are not specified.
More about network layering and the OSI reference model can be found in [65].
The OSI model has seven layers dealing with different issues, see Figure 2.1.
The different layers in ascending order are,

• Physical layer - Deals with transmission of raw bits over the channel.

17
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Figure 2.1: The OSI Reference Model.

• Data Link Layer - Creates a virtual link for reliable transmission be-
tween two nodes, by, for example, adding error correction to the raw bits.
In addition, it handles MAC to avoid simultaneous transmissions on the
media.

• Network Layer - Controls the subnetwork, dealing in particular with
routing.

• Transport Layer - Creates a virtual end-to-end link

• Session Layer - Creates sessions between users. This can allow users to
restart after a crash.

• Presentation Layer - Deals with the transmitted information, making it
possible for computers with different data representations to communi-
cate.

• Application Layer - These are the user applications, such as HTTP for
web browsing, SMTP for electronic mails, or FTP for file transfers, see
[65] for more information.
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As can be seen, the four highest layers deals with end-to-end communication
that is only be needed in the end nodes, whereas the three lowest layers are
needed in all intermediate nodes. In an ad hoc node all layers are necessary..

Since an STDMA schedule controls when a link should be used, it thereby
has protocols in the network layer as routing on top of it and the specific link
issues in the Data Link Layer and Physical Layer below it.

2.2 Data Link layer and Physical Layer

The radio network considered, consists of a number of radio units spread out
in some terrain. If the received signal power from one radio unit is sufficient
compared in relation to noise and interfering signal power, it is assumed that
any two radio units can communicate, i.e., establish a link.

In this section we describe our model for the data link layer and physical
layer. In essence, it is an interference-based model of the radio network, which
is represented by a set of nodes V and the link gain G(i, j) between any two
distinct nodes vi and vj , i �= j.

For the link level we will make the following assumptions:

• All antennas are isotropic.

• All nodes use equal transmission power.

• There is only one fixed required BER on the links.

• Slot synchronization is perfect.

• All packets are of equal length.

• A node cannot transmit more than one packet in a time slot and a node
cannot receive and transmit simultaneously in a time slot.

The assumption on isotropic antennas and equal transmission power is mainly
for simplicity, but in section 4.2 we will present a brief discussion of the con-
sequences of directional antennas and varying transmission power specified on
LET, since this assignment strategy will be affected most by these assumptions.

For any two nodes, vi and vj where vi is the transmitting node and vj �= vi,
we define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Γij , as

Γij =
PiG(i, j)

Nr
, (2.1)
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(i,j)
v vi j

Figure 2.2: Example of a link.

where Pi denotes the power of the transmitting node vi, G(i, j) is the link gain
between nodes vi and vj , and Nr is the noise power in the receiver. For conve-
nience, we define Γii = 0 corresponding to the physical situations of a node not
being able to transmit to itself.

We say that a pair of nodes vi and vj form a link (i, j), if the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is not less than a communication threshold, γC. That is, the set of
links in the network, L, is defined:

L = {(i, j) : Γij ≥ γC} . (2.2)

Links are graphically depicted as in Figure 2.2.
For a set of links, L ⊆ L, we define the transmitting nodes:

VT(L) = {vi : (i, j) ∈ L} .

For any link, (i, j) ∈ L, we define the interference as follows

IL(i, j) =
∑

vk∈VT(L)\vi

PkG(k, j). (2.3)

Furthermore, we define the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR):

ΠL(i, j) =
PiG(i, j)

(Nr + IL(i, j))
. (2.4)

We assume that any two radio units can communicate a packet without error
if the SIR is not less than a reliable communication threshold, γR. A schedule
S is defined as the sets Yt, for t = 1, 2, . . . , T , where T is the period of the
schedule. The sets Yt contain the nodes or links assigned time slot t. A schedule
is called conflict free if the SIR is not less than the threshold γR for all receiving
nodes in all sets Yt.

However, due to mobility and limited information conflict-free schedules are
very difficult to create and uphold. In order to make comparisons for distributed
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scheduling we assume that links that have a lower SIR than γR in a time slot can
decrease its data rate as compared to the nominal data rate RN used by links
with SIR above γR, i.e.

SIR

γR
=

Used Rate
RN

, (2.5)

The choice of these thresholds is of course dependent on several factors,
such as the actual modulation method of the signal, properties of the receiver
noise, data rate and required BER.

The threshold γR will be determined by the factors described above. How-
ever, these factors only decide the lowest possible γC. That is, we can choose
a higher γC, thereby excluding some node pairs from communicating with each
other. By doing this we can create an interference margin so that all links can
handle some interferences. However, this comes at the price of longer routes
and the risk that the network will divide into sub-segments. For simplicity we
will assume that γR=γC for centralized scheduling. For distributed scheduling
we may need the margin due to limited information and in these cases we will
use γC=1.5γR.

We have also chosen γR equal to 10 in all simulations.

2.3 Interactions with the Link Layer

The network model we have described in this chapter is somewhat simplistic
(although more complex than a graph model). In reality, all packets will not be
perfectly received if the SIR is above γC , and all packets will not be lost just
because SIR is below the threshold. If the sent packets had infinite size, such
assumptions would be more accurate.

In addition, exact path gains will not be available and fast and slow fading
will complicate the situation even further. An exact representation on the de-
tails of the link is difficult to obtain and even if we could get such information
from the links in the network, an STDMA algorithm could not handle such fast
changes anyway.

Instead, we have to hide the volatility of the link from the MAC protocol.
The link gain given from lower layer will be an expected average. Variable data
rates for the link (as seen from STDMA point of view) must be average data
rates, not what actually is transmitted on the link. An adaptive radio node may
actually change data rate on the link from one time slot to the next (in extreme
cases we could even change it within the time slot).
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The purpose of the STDMA algorithm is to create sets of simultaneously
transmitting links that can be efficiently handled locally by the links (without
any further interaction between them in terms of transmitted information).

Nevertheless, the actual functionality of the link will be ignored in this re-
port and we will concentrate on the functionality of STDMA when the details
of the link layer already have been hidden. This will also be the case for evalu-
ations.

2.4 Transport and Network Layer

The traffic arriving at the network can be separated into two types. The first is
unicast traffic, with a single source and destination. This type of traffic can be
the carrier of many types of information, e.g. file transfer or telephone conver-
sations. The second type of traffic is multicast or broadcast, i.e. a packet has
one source but many destinations. With broadcast we mean the entire network.
Broadcast traffic is very usual in military networks, e.g. group calls or situation
awareness data.

Since all nodes cannot directly communicate with all other nodes in the
network, due to limited transmission power, obstacles and large distances, all
nodes in the network are assumed to be able to relay packets. In order to do this,
each node is assumed to have a routing table with entry’s for all other nodes
in the network. We will not elaborate on how this information is obtained but
merely note that the routing will have an effect on the traffic in the network.
Unless otherwise stated, we assume that all networks are connected, i.e. there is
always a path between any pair of nodes.

In the following we first discuss the effects of this for unicast traffic and then
the effects for broadcast traffic.

Unicast traffic assumes that a packet entering the network has only one des-
tination. Packets enter the network at entry nodes according to a probability
function, p(v), v ∈ V , and packets exit the network at exit nodes. When a
packet enters the network, it has a destination, i.e. an exit node from the net-
work. The destination of a packet is modeled as a conditional probability func-
tion, q(w|v), (w, v) ∈ V × V , i.e. given that a packet has entry node v, the
probability that the packet’s destination is w is q(w|v). For simplicity we will
assume a uniform traffic model, i.e. p(v) = 1/N , and q(w|v) = 1/(N − 1),
where N is the number of nodes, N = |V |. This assumption will not affect
our results since we use traffic controlled schedules, thereby compensating for
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variations caused by the input traffic model.
Let λ be the total traffic load of the network, i.e. the average number of

packets per time slot arriving at the network as a whole. Then, λ/N(N − 1) is
the total average of traffic load entering the network in node vi with destination
node vj . As the network is not necessarily fully connected, some packets must
be relayed by other nodes. In such a case, the traffic load on each link can be
calculated only when the traffic has been routed.

For unicast traffic we use the shortest route counted in the number of hops,
i.e. packets sent between two nodes will always use the path which requires
the least number of transmissions. If several routes of the same length exist, all
packets between two specific nodes will always use the same route.

The reason why this routing strategy is used, except for its simplicity, is that
this minimizes the number of retransmissions needed before a packet reaches
the destination. Since we for routing (scheduling is not yet done) are assuming
a fixed data rate on the links, it would be difficult to take advantage of a strategy
which uses a longer route, since we would have to generate schedules with a
much better spatial reuse to compensate for this.

Now, let Ru denote the routing table for unicast traffic, where the list entry
Ru(v, w) at v, w is a path pvw from entry node v to exit node w, where pvw is
given by the routing algorithm described above. Let the number of paths in Ru

containing the directed link (i, j) be equal to Λij . From now on, we will call
this parameter the relative traffic on link (i, j).

Comment: For non-uniform traffic the relative traffic should be weighted
with the traffic load on each path rather than just using the number of paths.

Further, let λij be the average traffic load on link (i, j). Then λij is given
by

λij =
λ

N(N − 1)
Λij .

Moreover, we have, λi as the average traffic load on node vi. Here λi is
given by:

λi =
λ

N(N − 1)

∑

j:(i,j)∈L

Λij =
λ

N(N − 1)
Λi,

where Λi is denoted as the relative traffic of node vi.
This can be described in a similar way for broadcast traffic, which assumes

that a packet entering the network has all other nodes as destination. Packets
enter the network at entry nodes according to a probability function, p(v). We
will also assume a uniform traffic model, i.e. p(v) = 1/N .
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Again, let λ be the total traffic load of the network, i.e. the average number
of packets per time slot arriving at the network as a whole. Then λ/N is the
total average of traffic load entering the network in node vi destined to all other
nodes.

Radio is an inherent broadcast medium, especially when we are using om-
nidirectional antennas. This means that if we are sending a packet, all nodes
within range can receive the packet if nothing else interferes with them. Since
the interference allowed in the nodes is determined by the assignment strategy,
this means that depending on what assignment strategy that is used this deter-
mines the actual traffic that must be transmitted by the nodes. For example,
node assignment guarantees that all neighbors are collision-free, meaning that
all neighboring nodes that should receive the packet will do so by a single trans-
mission. Link assignment, on the other hand, is a single transmission over a
link. If several neighbors should receive the packet, they have to receive a trans-
mission each.

We will therefore define the average traffic of a node as the average number
of different packets that are to be transmitted, regardless of whether they have
one or several destinations. This means that the actual number of transmissions
of the node will be at least this high, which is the case if node assignment is used
since all packets will reach all their destinations with a single transmission each.
Other transmission strategies may require a larger number of transmissions if
more than one is required for a transmission, e.g. link assignment.

For broadcast traffic, a more advanced routing method must be used than for
unicast traffic. As mentioned, radio is an inherent broadcast medium. Depen-
dent on which assignment strategy that is used, we can use this to our advantage
in a more or less efficient manner. One way of doing this is to minimize the
number of retransmissions needed for a packet to reach all destinations, i.e. we
want as many neighboring nodes as possible to be reached by each transmission.
This can also be described as maximizing the number of leafs in the routing tree.

However, this is a very complex problem, so for simplicity we will use a
heuristic algorithm in an attempts to achieve this.

The following creates a routing tree for each node.
Initiate by choosing the node as root. Find the node vi with the highest

number of neighboring nodes that is not included in the tree. Include all these
neighboring nodes and the edges from vi to these nodes. This is repeated until
all nodes are included in the tree.

Now, let Rb denote the routing table for broadcast traffic, where the list
entry Rb(v) at v is a tree with entry node v as root. Let the number of trees in
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Rb containing the directed link (i, j) be equal to Λij and let the number of trees
containing vertex vi as a non-leaf in the tree be equal to Λi.

Further, let λij be the average traffic load on link (i, j) and λi be the average
traffic load on node vi . Then λij is given by

λij =
λ

N
Λij ,

and λi is given by

λi =
λ

N
Λi.

2.5 Routing assumptions for Mobile Networks

We assume that the routing is perfect and we ignore any necessary overhead
caused by routing traffic. This also means that the routing protocol is assumed
to be useful for the multicast transmissions that the STDMA algorithm needs.
However, we also assume that the routing protocol reacts to link changes slower
than the MAC layer is capable of handling, which means that new multicast
routes is available only when the MAC protocol has figured out its new local
neighborhood after a change.

This means that between link changes the STDMA algorithm may use the
routing protocol for its updates regarding assignment of slots. But when a
change takes place, the STDMA algorithm must first work out its new local
neighborhood with the old routing information before the routing protocol adapts
to the change.

The routing protocol in each node will have a better picture of how the whole
network looks than the local picture from the STDMA algorithm in the node,
but the routing protocol will be locally updated through the MAC layer.

2.6 Traffic Estimations

A similar issue is traffic from upper layers. For STDMA to work well, we will
need to have accurate information on traffic loads in order to compensate for
these different traffic loads. However, such information is not always available.
Sometimes the applications may give some information, and sometimes we have
to make estimations from the arriving traffic and existing queue lengths.

Such estimations may vary considerably over time, and this information
may have to be hidden from the STDMA algorithm. How to estimate traffic
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loads efficiently is a research area in itself and not much has been done for
ad hoc networks. But because this is outside the scope of this report, we will
assume that the actual expected traffic loads are known, as was calculated in
section 2.4.

2.7 Performance Measures

One important parameter which will affect the usefulness of a radio network is
the delay of information from source to destination. We will start by discussing
delay for unicast traffic and then discuss how this differs from broadcast traffic.

As seen from a network level, this can be translated to the network delay.
Network delay is the expected time, in time slots, from the arrival of a packet at
the buffer of the entry node to the arrival of the packet at the exit node, averaged
over all origin-destination pairs. This is the first parameter we will investigate.

To determine the network delay we need the following definitions and nota-
tions.

The stochastic variable path delay D
p
kl for a path pkl is the time, in time

slots, from the arrival of a packet at the buffer of the arrival node vk to the
arrival of the packet at the destination node vl. The stochastic variable edge
delay De

kl(i, j) is the time, in time slots, from the packet arrives at the buffer of
node vi until it is received by node vj , given that the packet is relayed on path
pkl. This path is deterministically given by the routing algorithm as described
in the previous section.

The path delay is thus the sum of the edge delays of that path,

D
p
kl =

∑

(i,j)∈pkl

De
kl(i, j) . (2.6)

The average path delay is a stochastic variable defined as an average over
all origin-destination pairs:

1
N(N − 1)

∑

(k,l)∈N 2

D
p
kl . (2.7)

The network delay D is the expected value of the average path delay, i.e.

D = E[
1

N(N − 1)

∑

(k,l)∈N 2

D
p
kl] . (2.8)
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Due to the relaying of packets the statistical properties of this variable are com-
plicated, and an exact analytical analysis of the network delay is difficult [7].
Instead we will use computer simulations to determine this parameter, see ap-
pendix A.

We will now compare the above-described with broadcast traffic. When we
have broadcast traffic, each arriving packet has all other nodes as destination.
We can now use several different definitions of the packet delay since a packet
will arrive at its destinations at different times. One example would be the
maximum delay, i.e. the delay of a packet would be the delay until the arrival
at the last node. However, most nodes will experience a much lower delay. So
instead we will use the average delay of a packet. The total delay of a packet
that originated at node vi can be written as

Di =
1

N − 1

∑

j:(i,j)∈N 2

Dij

where Dij can be described as the path delay between node vi and node vj . This
is the path in the tree with root vi given by the routing algorithm for broadcast
routing described in the previous section.

The network delay, D, can thus be described with the following expression

D = E[
1
N

∑

i∈N
Di =

1
N(N − 1)

∑

(i,j)∈N 2

Dij ],

which is similar to the expression for unicast traffic. However, the actual traffic
on the nodes and links will differ, which will result in different delays for the
different traffic types.

The demand for higher data rates can often lead to highly loaded networks.
One of the advantages of STDMA is that it can function well even under high
traffic loads.

In particular, the largest admissible traffic load yielding a finite network
delay is highly interesting. This maximum traffic load is commonly referred to
as the maximum throughput of the network. We define the maximum throughput
as the number λ∗ for which the following expressions hold for all traffic loads
λ, {

λ < λ∗ yields bounded D
λ > λ∗ yields unbounded D

Notice, here maximum throughput is the same as uniform capacity, i.e. the
minimum bit rate at which any node can communicate with any other node in
the network, because our choice of traffic model.
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Maximum throughput is the second parameter we study. In mobile scenar-
ios this parameter will be a little more complex, a problem is that the capacity
of the network will vary over time and even if the expected end-to-end delay for
a node pair may be infinite at some moment, due to the fact that capacity is low
at that moment may not result in infinite delay since the network can change
into a more beneficial situation, allowing all queued packets to reach their des-
tination. Still, the expected maximum throughput as a function of time is a very
interesting parameter to study since it gives us a good indication on whether a
specific STDMA schedule is good or not. Besides, unless we can give any pre-
diction about how units move, a good estimator will be that the network does
not change.

As mentioned, a problem is that the network sometimes is not connected,
node pairs in different parts of the network can then not communicate, resulting
in infinite expected delay on these paths and no maximum throughput. This
does neither represent the situation very well, nor can any MAC algorithm can
do anything about it. In such cases we instead assume that only connected paths
attempts to transmit packets when estimating throughput.

The centralized evaluation will study both network delay and maximum
throughput for different assignment methods in static scenarios in order to de-
termine which properties that are wanted on an STDMA algorithm.

Most evaluations for distributed algorithm will be comparisons to ideal (they
have all information) centralized schemes, this will give estimates on how well
the distributed algorithm perform compared to an upper limit on their possible
performance.

For the specific assignment methods we study in this thesis, we present a
good estimation of the maximum throughput given the schedule and a specific
routing. Except for LET with broadcast traffic, in which case simulations will
be performed, this is done in chapter 4.

We define connectivity as the fraction of nodes in the network that can be
reached by a node, in one hop, on average, i.e. M/(N(N −1)), where M is the
number of directed links in the network.



Chapter 3

Node and Link Assignment

This chapter describes the two most frequently used assignment methods so far,
node assignment and link assignment, and describes the advantages of both of
them. A preliminary comparison between these two assignment method was
done in [28] showing node assignment to be preferable. However, as mentioned
in Chapter 1 they did not consider traffic sensitivity, which has a considerable
impact on system performance, see for example [30]. We start the chapter by
describing the centralized STDMA algorithm we use.

3.1 STDMA scheduling

In this section we describe and motivate the choice of the centralized STDMA
algorithm that we use in the first part of the thesis. This algorithm is described in
such a way that it can be used independently on the specific assignment strategy.

In all assignment strategies we effectively assign time slots to sets of links.
In link assignment, these sets consist of single links, and node assignment can be
described as all outgoing links from the assigned node. We will use the notation
xi for one of these link sets and the notation X for the union of all link sets. One
thing to notice is that a link (i, j) can belong to more than one link set, although
this is not the case for node or link assignment.

A schedule S is defined as the sets Yt, for t = 1, 2, . . . , T , where T is the
period of the schedule. The sets Yt contain the link sets assigned time slot t.

We will use the notation transmit simultaneously to denote that all possible
receiving nodes of the link sets assigned the time slot have SIR above the reliable
communication threshold. A schedule is called conflict-free if this is the case

29
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for all time slots in the schedule.
The algorithm assumes full knowledge of the interference environment. It

needs as an input the basic path-loss, or estimates, from all nodes to all other
nodes.

This is a description of a basic algorithm.
For each new loop a time slot, numbered t, is created. In step two of the

algorithm we first check to see if the link sets that have not yet received a time
slot can be assigned to this slot, i.e. transmit simultaneously with the assigned
link sets. In the third step the same check is performed on the rest of the link
sets. For some t = T ≤ |V|, all link sets will have received all their time slots
and the algorithm will terminate. The output of the algorithm are the sets Yt

for t = 1, 2, . . . T , where T is the period of the schedule and the length of the
frame. When the algorithm terminates the sets Yt will contain the link sets xi

that are assigned to time slot t.
In multi-hop networks the traffic load on the various nodes will differ con-

siderably. This will cause “bottleneck” effects at busy nodes with long packet
delays as a result. This can be compensated for by assigning the more heavily
loaded link sets several time slots.

That is, the algorithm works so that each link set is guaranteed a certain
number of slots in each period or frame. This number is based on the relative
traffic of each link set. Furthermore, the link sets are assigned time slots accord-
ing to a priority list. The priority of a link set is based both on the relative traffic
load and on the number of time slots passed since the link set previously was
assigned a slot. With this procedure, the slots assigned to each link set will be
spread out evenly over the period, resulting in a decreased network delay.

In the following we will use the notation Λx
i to denote the relative traffic

of link set xi. If we use link assignment, the link set is actually a link (i, j)
and Λx

i = Λij . Node assignment, on the other hand, means that xi = {(i, k) :
(i, k) ∈ L} and Λx

i = Λi.
In the algorithm, link set xi will be guaranteed Λx

i number of slots per frame.
In the final schedule all link sets will have at least this many time slots, and

some may have more. In general the algorithm will work for any fixed routing.
With the above procedure, link sets with a high traffic load will obtain sev-

eral slots per frame. In this case the network delay will also depend on how
evenly over the frame, these slots are arranged. To spread out the slots over the
frame the link sets are ordered in a list of priority. The link set priority is set
to τiΛx

i , where τi is the number of slots that have passed since the link set was
previously allocated a time slot. The link set allocation is then performed in the
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order described by the priority list, highest priority first, etc.
In the following we describe the traffic sensitive algorithm obtained with

the above ideas. In addition to the inputs to the basic algorithm, this algorithm
needs the knowledge about the relative traffic of each link set.

Step 1 Initialize:

1.1 Enumerate the link sets

1.2 Create a list, A, containing all of the link sets and an empty list B.

1.3 Set t to zero.

1.4 Calculate the number of time slots each link set is to be guaranteed
and set hi = Λx

i .

1.5 Set τi to zero for all link sets.

Step 2 Repeat until list A is empty:

Step 2.1 Set t← t + 1 and Yt ← ∅.
Step 2.2 For each link set xi in list A:

2.2.1 Set Yt ← Yt ∪ xi.
2.2.2 If the link sets in Yt can transmit simultaneously:

• If hi = 1, remove the link set from list A and add to list B.
• Set hi ← hi − 1, and set τi to zero.

2.2.3 If the set of link sets in Yt cannot transmit simultaneously, set

Yt ← Yt \ xi.

Set τi ← τi + 1.

Step 2.3 For each link set xi in list B but not in Yt:

2.3.1 Set Yt ← Yt ∪ xi.
2.3.2 If the link sets in Yt can transmit simultaneously, set τi to

zero.
2.3.3 If the link sets in Yt cannot transmit simultaneously, set

Yt ← Yt \ xi

and set τi ← τi + 1.

Step 2.4 Reorder lists A and B according to link set priority,

τiΛx
i ,

highest priority first.
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3.2 Link Assignment

In link-oriented assignment, the directed link is assigned a slot. A node can
thus only use this slot for transmission to a specific neighbor. In general this
knowledge can be used to achieve a higher degree of spatial reuse. The effect is
higher maximum throughput.

Below, we describe the criteria for a set of links to be able to transmit simul-
taneously with sufficiently low interference level at the receiving nodes.

We say that a link (k, l) is adjacent to any other link (i, j) ∈ L iff {i, j} ∩
{k, l} �= ∅ (i, j) �= (k, l). Furthermore we define Ψ(L) as the union of all ad-
jacent links to the links in L. We assume that a node cannot transmit more than
one packet in a time slot and that a node cannot receive and transmit simultane-
ously in a time slot. Alternatively, we say that a set of links L and the set of its
adjacent links Ψ(K) must be disjoint:

L ∩Ψ(L) = ∅. (3.1)

We also require that the SIR value is sufficiently high for reliable communi-
cation, see section 2.2,

ΠL(i, j) ≥ γR ∀ (i, j) ∈ L. (3.2)

If the above two conditions, (3.1) and (3.2), hold for a set of links L ∈ L,
we say that the links in L can transmit simultaneously.

Figure 3.1 shows a small network. Assuming that interference between
nodes without communication links is small, we can see that links 1, 2 and 3
can transmit simultaneously.

One problem with this assignment method is that it does not take advan-
tage of the inherent broadcast properties of the radio medium. Each transmitted
packet will only be received by the assigned receiver despite being sent in all
directions (omnidirectional antennas). This is no problem with unicast traffic,
but for broadcast traffic, where each packet should reach several destinations, it
is inefficient. In these cases the packet has to be retransmitted for each of these
receivers.

For example, if a broadcast packet has node B as source, it must be trans-
mitted three times from node B. Link 1, 5 and 6 must transmit the packet at
different time slots. Then to reach the last destination, the packet must be trans-
mitted on links 2 and 3. As these two links can transmit simultaneously, it is
possible to use only four time slots in order to reach all destinations.
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Figure 3.1: A small example.

3.3 Node Assignment

In a node-assigned schedule, a node is allowed to transmit to any of its neighbors
in its slot. If the schedule is to be conflict-free, this means that we have to
guarantee that we will not have a conflict in any of the neighboring nodes.

The advantage is that if the packet is supposed to reach more than one of the
neighbors to a node, one transmission of the packet is sufficient to reach them
all. This makes node assignment very efficient for broadcast traffic.

There are two necessary conditions for the situation when all the nodes in a
set V are allowed to transmit packages simultaneously. Let the neighbors Ω(v)
to a node v ∈ V be the set of all nodes that have a link from v to itself. The
neighbors are the nodes that v possibly can transmit a packet to. Similarly, let
Ω(V ) denote the union of all neighbors of all nodes in V .

The first condition is that two neighbors cannot transmit at the same time.
Another way to say this is that the sets V and Ω(V ) must be disjoint:

V ∩ Ω(V ) = ∅. (3.3)

Let L(V ) be the set of all links from the nodes in V to their neighbors in Ω(V ).
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Since it must be possible to use all the links in L(V ) for transmission simulta-
neously, we state the second condition:

ΠL(V )(i, j) ≥ γR for all (i, j) ∈ L(V ) . (3.4)

If the above two conditions, (3.3) and (3.4), hold for a set of nodes V ∈ V ,
we say that the set of nodes can transmit simultaneously.

If we return to the example network and compare it with link assignment,
we see that the transmitting nodes to the three links that could transmit simulta-
neously cannot be permitted to transmit simultaneously when we use the node-
assignment strategy, since both node A and C may choose to transmit to B.

In the broadcast traffic example, nodes A, C and E can be reached by one
transmission of B, thereby decreasing the number of necessary transmissions.
However, to reach the last two nodes we must transmit on A and C, and these
nodes cannot transmit simultaneously. This results in the use of three time slots
in order to reach all destinations, which is one time slot lower than for link
assignment.

3.4 Analysis

In this section we present some analytical results that are useful when evaluating
the properties of node and link assignment. We first discuss maximum through-
put and then continue with an approximation of the network delay at low traffic
arrival rate.

In [66] the maximum throughput in a network with fixed capacities on the
links and fixed routing is determined. Here, we will do the same specifically for
a link-assigned schedule and a node-assigned schedule.

A link-assigned schedule contains, for each time slot in the frame, the set
of links (i, j) that are allowed to transmit in that time slot. A node-assigned
schedule contains the set of nodes vi that are allowed to transmit in each time
slot. We assume that the number of time slots in a frame, T . We do not consider
packet failures and retransmissions.

Each link may be assigned several time slots per frame. Let hij(SL) denote
the number of slots in schedule SL where link (i, j) can access a time slot and
similarly let hi(SN) denote the number of slots in schedule SN where node vi

can access a time slot.
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3.4.1 Maximum throughput for link assignment

The following is done for link assignment. Later we will do the same for node
assignment. As was previously defined, the maximum throughput is the largest
admissible traffic load yielding a finite network delay. Studying equations (2.6)
and (2.8), it is easy to realize that the network delay is bounded as long as the
edge delay of all links is bounded; the network delay is unbounded if the edge
delay of any of the links is unbounded.

So for a good estimation of the throughput, we only need to find the smallest
value of λ so that at least one of the link queues are saturated. This will happen
when the offered traffic rate on the link λij equals the rate at which it can trans-
mit packets, i.e. hij/TL packets per time slot, where TL is the frame length of
the link-assigned schedule. This gives us the following equation for each link in
the network for unicast traffic

λij =
λ

N(N − 1)
Λij =

hij

TL
,

thus resulting in the following saturation traffic arrival rate for the link

λ =
hijN(N − 1)

TLΛij
.

The maximum throughput of the network λ∗(SL) can now simply be calcu-
lated as

λ∗(SL) = min
(i,j)∈L∗

hij(SL)N(N − 1)
TLΛij

. (3.5)

Furthermore, if we use schedules that are fully compensated for traffic, i.e.
hij = Λij , the formula for link assignment can be simplified to

λ∗
L =

N(N − 1)
TL

. (3.6)

For broadcast traffic the formula for the maximum throughput will be

λ∗
L(SL) = min

(i,j)∈L∗

hij(SL)N
TLΛij

, (3.7)

and for a schedule that is fully compensated for traffic

λ∗
L =

N

TL
. (3.8)
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Figure 3.2: The figure shows the ratio between estimated values of the maximum
throughput and simulated values for the maximum throughput for networks
of different connectivity. The ratio is plotted for 400 networks of size 10
nodes with unicast traffic.

In Figure 3.2 we show a comparison of this estimation with simulation re-
sults. As can be seen this estimation is sufficiently good for our purposes. The
largest part of the deviation between simulated and estimated results is probably
due to the high delay variance of the simulation results close to the maximum
throughput, see Appendix A for more information.

3.4.2 Maximum throughput in node assignment

The corresponding notation for node assignment is hi(SN) as the number of time
slots assigned to node vi, and TN as the frame length. The maximum throughput
for node assignment in the case of unicast traffic is

λ∗(SN) = min
(i∈V )

hi(SN)N(N − 1)
TNΛi

, (3.9)

and the corresponding result for broadcast traffic can be written as

λ∗(SN) = min
(i∈V )

Nhi(SN)
TNΛi

. (3.10)

For schedules that are fully compensated for traffic, i.e. hi = Λi the formula
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for node assignment with unicast traffic can be simplified to

λ∗
N =

N(N − 1)
TN

(3.11)

and, similarly, for broadcast traffic

λ∗
N =

N

TN
. (3.12)

The ratio between the maximum throughput of a link-assigned schedule and
the maximum throughput of a node-assigned schedule can then be written as:

λ∗
L

λ∗
N

=
TL

TN
. (3.13)

Notice, this is valid for both unicast and broadcast traffic.

3.4.3 An approximative formula for the network delay

We now derive an expression for the network delay DL for a link-assigned
schedule with unicast traffic,

DL =
∑

(i,j)∈L

Λij

N(N − 1)
dij , (3.14)

where dij is the average expected edge delay on link (i, j).
In order to determine the network delay, we make two extra assumptions.

Even if they are not fulfilled, it is still a useful approximation of the network
delay.

First, the slots in the schedules assigned to a node are perfectly spread over
the frame, i.e. the distance between two assigned slots is equal. The algorithm
used in the simulations attempts to do this, but the algorithm is not optimal and
it is not always possible to spread the slots evenly.

Second, the relay traffic can be described as a Poisson process. This is
certainly not the case, since relay packets can only arrive in specific time slots.
However, it is normally a good approximation. This is an attempt to use the
same principle as the independence assumption [66], but for a TDMA network
with fixed packet size.
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With these assumptions, the average expected edge delay for a link can at
low traffic arrival rate be written as:

dij =
TL

2hij
,

which inserted in (3.14) gives the network delay of a link-assigned schedule

DL =
∑

(i,j)∈L

Λij

N(N − 1)
TL

2hij
.

Furthermore, if the schedule is fully compensated for traffic, we have

DL =
MTL

2N(N − 1)
,

where M is the number of links in the network.
The corresponding result for a node-assigned schedule is

DN =
∑

i∈V

Λi

N(N − 1)
TN

2hi
,

and for a schedule fully compensated for traffic

DN =
NTN

2N(N − 1)
.

The ratio between the network delay of link assignment and the network
delay of node assignment can then be written as:

DL

DN
=

M

N

TL

TN
=

M

N

λ∗
N

λ∗
L
. (3.15)

Simulations in the next section will show that this is a good approximation
except for low connectivity.

3.5 Evaluation and Results

In this section we compare the delays and maximum throughput for node as-
signment and link assignment. The results for network delay are generated by
network simulation as described in appendix A. Furthermore, for unicast traf-
fic we compare these simulated results with the approximative results given in
section 3.4. The comparison begins with unicast and concludes with broadcast
traffic.
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Figure 3.3: The figure shows the ratio between maximum throughput for link assign-
ment and node assignment for networks of different connectivity. The ratio
is plotted for 500 networks of size 20 nodes.

3.5.1 Unicast Traffic

We start the investigation by studying the networks at high traffic loads. The
first parameter we study here is the ratio between maximum throughput λ∗

L of
link assignment and maximum throughput λ∗

N of node assignment, i.e.

λ∗
L/λ∗

N,

which we know from equation (3.13) equals TN/TL.
As can be seen in Figure 3.3, this ratio exhibits considerable variations over

the networks studied. One conclusion in these simulations is that link assign-
ment provides higher throughput. This is not so surprising since the degree of
spatial reuse is higher for link assignment.

To determine how much better link assignment can be, we plot in Figure 3.4
the ratio λ∗

L/λ∗
N averaged over connectivity for networks of different sizes.

As can be seen, λ∗
L/λ∗

N increases with the size of the network and decreases
if connectivity is increased. The estimated standard deviation of this ratio is
around 0.04 when it is largest.

We continue by studying the network delay at low traffic loads.
The second parameter studied is the ratio between network delay of link as-

signment and node assignment at low traffic loads. In Figure 3.5 this parameter
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Figure 3.4: The figure shows the average ratio between maximum throughput for link
assignment and node assignment for networks of different connectivity. Ra-
tio between throughput for networks of different size 10, 20, and 40 nodes.

can be studied. The variance is rather low and a linear relationship between
delay and connectivity can be detected.

To see how well equation (3.15) approximates the delay we plot DL/DN ∗
λN/λL, which should be approximately M/N . As can be seen in Figure 3.6,
this works fairly well. DL/DN is slightly lower than predicted independent of
connectivity.

The last parameter we study for unicast traffic is the input traffic load of the
network which gives equal network delay for node and link assignment. This
parameter is interesting since it determines for what traffic loads link/node as-
signment is preferable. That is, for traffic loads higher than this parameter, link
assignment is preferable, and at lower traffic loads node assignment is prefer-
able. As can be seen in Figure 3.7 the variance over the simulated networks of
this parameter is less than for the other parameters, which means that the aver-
age value is highly interesting. This average is shown in Figure 3.8. From this
we can conclude that for unicast traffic the preferable assignment method can
be determined with knowledge only of the connectivity of, and input traffic to,
the network.
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Figure 3.5: The figure shows the ratio between delay for link assignment and delay for
node assignment. The ratio is plotted for 500 networks of size 20 nodes.
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Figure 3.6: The figure shows the ratio between delay for link assignment and delay for
node assignment multiplied by the ratio between the maximum throughput
for link assignment and maximum throughput for node assignment. This
should approximately be equal to the connectivity of the network multiplied
by N − 1, which is the line plotted in the figure. The ratio is plotted for 500
networks of size 20 nodes.
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Figure 3.7: The figure shows the input traffic level giving equal network delay for dif-
ferent network connectivity. This is plotted for 500 networks of size 20
nodes.
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Figure 3.8: The figure shows the traffic load which gives equal network delay for 500
networks of sizes 10, 20, and 40 nodes.
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Figure 3.9: The figure shows the ratio between maximum throughput for link assign-
ment and node assignment for broadcast traffic. The ratio is plotted for 500
networks of different connectivity of size 20 nodes.

3.5.2 Broadcast Traffic

We start the investigation on broadcast traffic by returning to the case of net-
works at high traffic loads. The parameter studied is the ratio between maxi-
mum throughput λ∗

L of link assignment and maximum throughput λ∗
N of node

assignment, i.e.
λ∗

L/λ∗
N,

which equals TN/TL for broadcast traffic, too.
This ratio can be studied for networks of size 20 nodes in Figure 3.9. Sim-

ilar to unicast traffic, this parameter exhibits considerable variations over the
networks studied.

However, unlike for unicast, the decrease in variation with connectivity is
significant. For high connectivity there is very little variation left, less than 0.01
and less for medium and high connectivity..

Not very surprisingly, node assignment behaves better than link assignment
for nearly all networks, especially for high connectivity, although there are net-
works where link assignment achieves the higher throughput.

To make a more complete comparison, we plot, in Figure 3.10, the ratio
λ∗

L/λ∗
N averaged over connectivity for networks of different sizes. As can be

seen, λ∗
L/λ∗

N decreases with both network size and connectivity. This is because
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Figure 3.10: The figure shows the average ratio between maximum throughput for link
assignment and node assignment for broadcast traffic. The ratio between
maximum throughput for networks of different size 10, 20, and 40 nodes.

the number of neighbors a node has increases when any of these parameters are
increased, which node assignment can take better advantage of. The estimated
standard deviation of the average ratio is here as much as 0.07 at very low values,
however, it quickly decreases to 0.01 and less for medium and high connectivity
giving us a better estimate for these connectivities.

We continue by studying the network delay at low traffic loads. In Figure
3.11 we see that node assignment always performs better that link assignment,
especially for networks of high connectivity. In Figure 3.12 this is averaged
over the networks. We see that this effect increases with network size and con-
nectivity in the same way as for throughput. The estimated standard deviation
of the average ratio is here less than 0.5 for all values.

From this we can conclude that link assignment can never compete with
node assignment for pure broadcast traffic.

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied the two most common assignment strategies used
for STDMA. We conclude that, in the unicast case, link assignment behaves
better for high traffic loads, achieving a higher throughput. However, this comes
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Figure 3.11: The figure shows the ratio between delay for link assignment and delay
for node assignment with broadcast traffic. The ratio is plotted for 500
networks of size 20 nodes.

at a cost of higher delay than node assignment for low traffic loads.
For broadcast traffic, node assignment is always preferable. Basically, for

heavily loaded networks with mainly unicast traffic, link assignment is to be
preferred. If we have a considerable part which is broadcast traffic, we should
use node assignment.

Both methods have drawbacks, however, so in the next chapter we will study
a novel strategy which attempt to combine the advantages of these methods.
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Chapter 4

Extended Transmission Rights

In this chapter we present a novel assignment strategy which is based on link
assignment.

4.1 LET principle

Notice that the interference term in (2.3) depends only on which nodes that are
transmitting and not on the nodes that are receiving packets. Assume that a node
is assigned as a transmitter in a slot, i.e. an outgoing link of the node is assigned
the slot. If this node redirects the transmission to a node, other than the assigned
receiving node, the inequality in (3.2) still holds for all links originally assigned
to the slot. This means that the interference level of the other simultaneously
receiving nodes will not change. (Recall the assumption of omnidirectional
antennas.) The redirected transmission in itself cannot always be guaranteed to
be conflict-free.

Based on these observations, we suggest the following scheme for extend-
ing transmission rights for any given link-assigned schedule. When a link is
assigned a time slot, the node first checks whether there is a packet to transmit
on that link. If there is no such packet, any other link with the same transmitting
node might be used if the node has a packet to transmit. Preferably links that
are conflict-free should have priority, so as to avoid unnecessary packet loss.

We call this strategy Link assignment with Extended Transmission rights
(LET).

To illustrate how it works we present a simple example. Assume links 1,
2, and 3 in Figure 4.1 have be scheduled to transmit in the same slot. Let us
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Figure 4.1: A small example.

study node B in more detail. If node B does not have any packets to transmit to
E, it is permitted to transmit on either of the links 5 or 6 in the slot assigned to
link 1. Now, if both links 2 and 3 are used (or if these nodes also use the LET
property), neither transmission on 5 or 6 will be successful. However, for low
traffic the probability that this would happen is small. If none of the other two
nodes use their slot, the redirected transmission will be successful; and if only
one of them transmits, we still have 50 percent probability of a success. This is
because node B cannot know which one (if any) of the others will transmit.

We now continue by proving that by redirecting the transmissions the nodes
in the network will not cause any conflict at any node which has not redirected
their transmission. Assume that L is a set of links such that they can transmit
simultaneously according to equations (3.1) and (3.2), i.e.

ΠL(i, j) ≥ γR ∀ (i, j) ∈ L.

Furthermore, assume that the transmitting nodes of LR ⊆ L redirect their
transmissions to other receiving nodes than scheduled in the initial link schedule
and that LNR is the rest of the links, i.e.

LNR = L \ LR.
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Let LU be the set of links used by the redirecting nodes, therefore,

VT(LU) = VT(LR).

If LNR is to be conflict-free, the following inequality must be valid

ΠLNR∪LU(i, j) ≥ γ1 ∀ (i, j) ∈ LNR.

For any (i, j) ∈ LNR, we can write

ΠLNR∪LU(i, j) =
PiG(i, j)

(Nr + ILNR∪LU(i, j))
.

and

ILNR∪LU(i, j) =
∑

vk∈VT(LNR∪LU)\vi

Pk

Lb(k, j)
.

However,

VT(LNR ∪ LU) = VT(LNR) ∪ VT(LU) = VT(LNR) ∪ VT(LR) = VT(L),

resulting in, ILNR∪LU(i, j) = IL(i, j) and ΠLNR∪LU(i, j) = ΠL(i, j), which of
course fulfills (3.2).

For broadcast traffic, the situation will be a little more complicated. Each
packet transmitted may have more than one receiver. This means that some, but
not all, packets may be received correctly. A worst case scenario would be that
only transmissions over scheduled links would be received, and all of the rest of
the links must be retransmitted. LET can then behave exactly as link assignment
for high traffic loads. On the other hand, for low traffic loads, the behavior will
be that of node assignment, due to the low interference in the network. (The
interference may be higher for broadcast traffic than for unicast traffic since a
packet will be split and then might be relayed simultaneously by two nodes.)

However, there is also a possibility that more links than scheduled happen
to be collision-free. This can easily be the case if two nodes lie close each other.
Any transmission with sufficiently high SIR to one of them will also reach the
other with sufficiently high SIR.

The variable distance between the nodes in this type of network would be
another reason for an improvement compared to link assignment. If the distance
between transmitter and receiver is small enough, the signal strength will be
sufficient to handle very high interference, which can often be the case even if
the link is not scheduled to the time slot.
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We conclude this section by giving a more formal description of the LET
algorithm that we use in our simulations.

This is done in each node:

Step 1 If there is a packet in the scheduled link’s queue:

1.1 Transmit this packet on all links that it is supposed to be transmitted
on.

1.2 Remove the packet from all link queues where this transmission was
successful.

Step 2 Otherwise if there is no such packet. Choose one of the node’s other
outgoing links that can be exchanged conflict-free in the schedule that
has a packet in queue:

2.1 Transmit this packet on all links that it is supposed to be transmitted
on.

2.2 Remove the packet from all link queues where this transmission was
successful.

Step 3 Otherwise if there is no such packet. Choose one of the rest of the node’s
outgoing links that has a packet in queue:

3.1 Transmit this packet on all links that it is supposed to be transmitted
on.

3.2 Remove the packet from all link queues where this transmission was
successful.

Step 4 Otherwise, do nothing.

4.2 Basic Properties

In Figure 4.2, network delay for different λ is shown schedules using for three
different assignment strategies in a network of 30 nodes with unicast traffic. The
assignment strategies are node assignment, link assignment and LET.

We see from this figure that in this network, link assignment is preferable to
node assignment for high traffic loads. For low traffic loads, node assignment
achieves a smaller delay. The LET method combines the advantages of the two
methods and in this case achieves a smaller delay for all traffic loads.
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Figure 4.2: Network delay in a 30 node network.

In this figure some areas of interest can be seen; at low traffic loads, the
ratio between delay of node assignment and delay of LET. Moreover, the ratio
between delay of link assignment and delay of LET is interesting.

At high traffic loads, the ratio between maximum throughput of node and
link assignment is interesting. The ratio between the maximum throughput of
LET and link assignment is also interesting, but at very high traffic levels most
of the links in the network will have packets in queue. For this case, LET will ap-
pear mainly as link assignment. LET will achieve the same maximum through-
put as the link-assigned schedule it is based on if the link-assigned schedule is
fully traffic compensated.

This is because at very high traffic loads, the probability that a link will have
a packet to transmit in its time slot will be close to one. The LET property will
not be used, and the network will appear exactly as a link-assigned schedule.
No conflicts will appear, resulting in the same maximum throughput as the link-
assigned schedule (for unicast traffic).

If the link-assigned schedule is not fully compensated for varying network
traffic, LET will give at least as high maximum throughput as the link-assigned
schedule. This is because no packet transmitted on a link assigned in the time
slot is lost in LET, and a highly loaded link can use one of the lower loaded
outgoing links from that node.

Although any link-assigned schedule may be used to extend transmission
rights, some link schedules may give LET more or less desirable properties.
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Here we discuss what effect the link schedule has on delay.
At low traffic load, the nodes will normally only have at most one packet in

queue at a time. In this case, LET behaves as node assignment, with the node-
assigned schedule as the transmitting nodes in the link-assigned schedule. A
problem when generating STDMA schedules is how to determine which slots
to give a node or link that is going to receive more than one slot, since delay
through the node depends on which specific time slots the node is given.

For example, assume that a node has received two time slots and these are
spread in such a way that the distance between them is approximately half the
frame length. Then for low traffic loads, the delay will be at most half the
frame length. If the node is given two consecutive time slots, the maximum
delay might be the entire frame length. That is, it is usually efficient to spread
a node’s time slots evenly over the frame. This problem gets worse if nodes
receive many time slots, especially since a large part of the traffic usually flows
through these nodes.

In some algorithms, see e.g. [30], an effort is made to spread the time
slots a node or link is given equally over the frame. However, even if the link
schedule has perfectly spread time slots, this may not be the case for the trans-
mitting nodes. Therefore, LET might give considerably higher delay than a
node-assigned schedule if the link schedule tends to give the transmitting nodes
consecutive time slots.

Any assignment algorithm, especially if it is of a greedy type, has a set of
rules to determine which link to assign to a time slot. One method used is node
ID, i.e. the lower the ID number, the higher the priority. To assign links, the
pair of node IDs of the transmitting and receiving nodes can be used. A sorted
list according to link priority would then give the outgoing links from a node
consecutive places in the list. Even if another system for link priority is used,
node ID is probably eventually used if priority is equal for several links.

Now, assume we have a fully connected network, i.e. all nodes can com-
municate with all other nodes without relaying. Furthermore, in this case we
can assume that there is no spatial reuse, although in a link schedule using an
interference-based model, this might be possible due to capture. In this case the
assigned schedule would be the sorted list described above, which gives high
network delay.

One way to avoid this problem is to give the links a link ID which is random,
although different, for each link.

The assumptions used in this paper is the use of omnidirectional antennas
and equal transmission power of all nodes in the network. If this is not the case,
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a node cannot redirect its transmission to any other of its neighbors since this
might require an increase of signal power or redirection of the antennas. Any
change of the outgoing power strength and direction can ruin the conflict-free
properties of the other receiving nodes.

However, some of the nodes may still be reached without such a change,
and the LET properties can still be used with these nodes, although this is less
efficient than if all nodes could be reached.

An alternative way of designing a LET schedule would be to base it on a
node-assigned schedule instead and replace each node in the schedule with one
of its outgoing links. Using LET on this schedule would result in a schedule that
would behave as a node-assigned schedule for all traffic loads and traffic types,
thereby achieving the advantages of node assignment for broadcast traffic. The
actual order in which packets are transmitted can be different, though.

Unfortunately, this schedule would not have the positive properties of link
assignment for unicast traffic.

4.3 Analysis

The same assumptions as we made for node and link assignment in previous
chapter can be made for LET as well. However, since LET behaves like a node-
assigned schedule at low traffic loads, the link-assigned schedule would have to
try to spread the time slots for the transmitting nodes of the links evenly over
the frame instead of the link time slots. However, the algorithm used in the
simulations does not attempt to do this. This results in a larger discrepancy than
for node assignment or link assignment when compared with simulations.

The network delay for unicast traffic using LET for low traffic loads under
these assumptions can be written as:

DLET =
∑

i∈V

Λi

N(N − 1)
TL

2hi
. (4.1)

For a schedule fully compensated for unicast traffic hi = Λi, this results in,

DLET =
NTL

2N(N − 1)
.

The ratio between network delay of link assignment and network delay of
LET for unicast traffic can be written as

DL

DLET
=

M

N
. (4.2)
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and the ratio between network delay of node assignment and network delay of
LET can be written as

DN

DLET
=

TN

TL
=

λ∗
L

λ∗
N

. (4.3)

4.4 Evaluation and Results

In this section we compare the delays and maximum throughput for LET with
node assignment and link assignment. The results for network delay are gen-
erated by network simulation. No comparison for maximum throughput in
the case of unicast traffic is included since LET achieves the same maximum
throughput as link assignment. For broadcast traffic such a comparison is in-
cluded, using simulations to determine the maximum throughput for LET.

Furthermore, we compare these simulated results with the approximative
results for unicast traffic given in section 4.3.

In the simulations of LET we have the extra simulation assumption that the
link ID is random, as described in section 4.2.

4.4.1 Unicast Traffic

The first comparison is node assignment and LET. Therefore, the parameter
studied is the ratio between network delay of node assignment and network
delay of LET at low traffic loads, i.e.

DN/DLET.

If this parameter is greater than one, LET is always preferable. If it is less than
one, node assignment is preferable for low traffic loads.

In Figure 4.3, this parameter can be studied for networks of size 20 nodes.
As can be seen there are some variations over the different networks. In Figure
4.4 we plot the ratio DLET/DN averaged over connectivity for networks of dif-
ferent sizes. As can be seen, DLET/DN decreases with the connectivity. This is
because the gain in spatial reuse of link assignment compared with node assign-
ment decreases with connectivity. Its increase with network size is consistent
with the approximation in equation (4.3), since it should be close to λL/λN. But
it should also be noted that the estimated standard deviation of the average ra-
tio is on about the same order as the difference between the different network
sizes. It is here on the order of 0.1 for the low values and less than 0.03 above a
connectivity of 0.4.
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Figure 4.3: The figure shows the ratio between the delay of node assignment and the
delay of LET. The ratio is plotted for 500 networks of size 20 nodes.
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Figure 4.4: The figure shows the average ratio between delay for node assignment and
delay for LET for networks of different connectivity. The ratio between
delay for networks of different size; 10, 20, and 40 nodes.

It can be concluded that for the chosen assignment algorithms, except for
high connectivity, a link-assigned schedule with extended transmission rights
gives lower delay than a node-assigned schedule. For very high connectivity,
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Figure 4.5: The figure shows the average ratio between delay for link assignment and
delay for LET for networks of different connectivity. The ratio between
delay for networks of different size; 10, 20, and 40 nodes.

LET can give a higher delay than node assignment because the link-assigned
schedule our method is based on does not attempt to spread the time slots a
node is assigned evenly over the frame.

We conclude the study of network delay for unicast traffic by examining the
ratio between network delay of link assignment and network delay of LET at
low traffic loads DLET/DL. In Figure 4.5, this ratio is averaged for networks
of different sizes. It can be concluded that LET decreases the network delay
considerably compared with link assignment. This effect increases with network
size and connectivity. This is not a surprising result, since increasing network
size or connectivity increases the number of outgoing links of a network node,
thereby giving LET more opportunities. The estimated standard deviation of the
average ratio is here less than 0.5 for all values.

From these simulations and the knowledge that LET always achieves at least
as high maximum throughput as link assignment, we can see that for unicast
traffic LET is preferable to both link and node assignment except for networks
of very high connectivity and low traffic.
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Figure 4.6: The figure shows the ratio between delay for LET and delay for node as-
signment for networks of different connectivity. This ratio is plotted for 500
networks of size 20 nodes with broadcast traffic.

4.4.2 Broadcast Traffic

We will now study LET in the case of broadcast traffic. In figure 4.6 we plot
the ratio between delay for LET and the delay for node assignment. As can be
seen there is a considerable variation over the different networks. However, for
all except the highest connectivities, LET achieves the lower delay.

In Figure 4.7, this ratio is averaged for networks of different sizes. It can
be concluded that for high connectivity, LET achieves approximately the same
result as node assignment with small dependence on network size. However,
for low connectivity we see a considerable improvement when using LET for
increasing network size. Only the results for the low connectivity have a rea-
sonably low estimated standard deviation of the average ratio though. For con-
nectivity values above 0.5 it is around 0.1, giving a rather uncertain result. For
low connectivity it is around 0.05.

We conclude the investigation of broadcast traffic by returning to the case of
networks at high traffic loads. The parameter studied then is the ratio between
maximum throughput λ∗

LET of LET and maximum throughput λ∗
N of node as-

signment, i.e.
λ∗

LET/λ∗
N.

This ratio can be studied for networks of size 20 nodes in Figure 4.8. Ex-
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Figure 4.7: The figure shows the ratio between delay for LET and delay for node as-
signment for networks of different connectivity. This is plotted for networks
of different size 10, 20, and 40 nodes with broadcast traffic.

cept for very low connectivity, in most networks node assignment gives consid-
erably much higher maximum throughput than LET; a factor two or more. It is
interesting to see that for very low connectivity we have networks where LET
outperforms node assignment.

We can study this parameter averaged over size in Figure 4.9 and see that
this effect increases with the network size.

4.5 Concluding remarks

In this chapter we have presented a novel assignment strategy (LET), which
is based on link assignment. We have shown that for unicast traffic LET is
preferable to both link and node assignment except for networks of very high
connectivity and low traffic.

For broadcast traffic we see that LET outperforms node assignment for low
traffic arrival rates. However, this comes at a considerable cost in terms of
maximum throughput. One exception is low connectivity, where LET can give
the same maximum throughput as node assignment.

We can therefore conclude that LET is very useful for low connectivity net-
works independent of the traffic type. For a higher network connectivity we
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Figure 4.8: The figure shows the ratio between maximum throughput for LET and max-
imum throughput for node assignment for networks of different connectiv-
ity. This ratio is plotted for 500 networks of size 20 nodes with broadcast
traffic.

have to consider what kind of traffic the network is designed to handle when
choosing the assignment strategy.

We will not look further into LET in this thesis, but as seen in this chapter
it can be used for improving all link schedules including those generated by the
distributed algorithms discussed in the later chapters.
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Figure 4.9: The figure shows the ratio between maximum throughput for LET and max-
imum throughput for node assignment for networks of different connectiv-
ity. This is plotted for networks of different size 10, 20, and 40 nodes with
broadcast traffic.



Chapter 5

Model Comparison

In this chapter we investigate the loss of capacity (in terms of throughput) when
the STDMA algorithm has limited information about the network. We will still
use a centralized algorithm to generate the schedules but limit the network infor-
mation when we decide which links can transmit simultaneously. We will start
by describing the traditional graph model and continue with more advanced
models, with more information.

A somewhat different approach to solving this problem have been taken in
[12]. In which they use a truncated graph model to give probabilistic guarantees
for the maximum throughput by bounding the maximum number of simultane-
ous transmitting units.

5.1 Graph-based Network Model

The traditional approach of designing reuse schedules is to use a graph model
of the network. A graph consists of a set of nodes and a set of edges connecting
pairs of nodes. In a graph representation of a radio network, each radio terminal
is represented by a node, and the set of edges represents the pair of nodes that
can communicate directly, i.e. radio links. In the simplest form of scheduling
it is assumed that the lack of an edge means that two nodes cannot affect each
other even as interferences. In such scheduling, a node can be assigned to send
in a time slot if it has no edge to a node assigned to receive, and a node can be
assigned to receive if no node at one-hop distance is assigned to send.

This method can easily be expanded to distances at more that one hop. For
example, one way to do this is to assume that all nodes at exactly two hops

61
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distance are also creating too much interference for simultaneous transmission.
This means that a node cannot be assigned to receive on a link in a time slot if
any node at distance one or two is scheduled to send (and the opposite).

This can be generalized to all nodes at k hops distance, and we will de-
note the method as k-hop graph scheduling. This method has sometimes been
used in USAP [21]. The traditional way of scheduling will be the 1-hop graph
scheduling.

By using a k larger than 1, we include most of the nodes that cause the most
interference with the additional benefit that we do not have to determine exactly
which nodes they are. A drawback of this method is that it may overestimate the
interference caused by neighbors further away, thereby causing fewer assigned
time slots than would otherwise be possible. We may also have interferences
not considered from nodes further away than k hops.

In the graph-based method, a graph representation Gγ is chosen. To repre-
sent the radio network as a directed graph, we denote by Gγ the directed graph
that is obtained by defining the set of nodes V as vertices and the set of edges E
as follows

(i, j) ∈ E if and only if Γij ≥ γ ,

i.e. the set of edges is the set of node pairs with SNR not smaller than γ.
The schedule is then designed from the graph Gγ . Interferences from other

nodes are not taken into account. The traditional method for node assignment
given a set of edges is to say that two nodes vi and vj can use the same time slot
if and only if:

• edge (i, j) /∈ E and edge (j, i) /∈ E, and

• there is no vk such that (j, k) ∈ E and (i, k) ∈ E

The first criterion is based on a node not being able to receive and transmit si-
multaneously in the same slot. The second criterion is that a node cannot receive
a packet from more than one node in the same slot. These criteria translate to
the condition that nodes must be at least two hops away from each other in order
to be scheduled to the same slot. For a more precise description of this problem
see [8].

Observe that the above criteria are not sufficient to guarantee that the assign-
ment is conflict-free in terms of SIR, as defined in chapter 2. The assignments
that fulfill the above two criteria do not necessarily fulfill the SIR criterion given
in condition (3.2). They may therefore not be able to transmit simultaneously
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Figure 5.1: The graph Gγ obtained for γ = 13 dB of a small sample network consisting
of ten nodes.

with the full data rate according to our definitions. We illustrate this with a small
example.

In Figure 5.1 we see the edges obtained for a sample network by choosing
the threshold γC to be 13 dB.

Now, assume that links (2,4), (7,5) and (8,9) have been assigned the same
time slot. This is possible according to the graph model of the network. If all of
these nodes transmit at the same time, then the SIR calculated at node 5 will be
only 1.6 dB. This is because the SNR between nodes 5 and 8 is just below what
is needed for communication and the SNR between 5 and 7 is just above.

From the example we see that the graph approach if applied as above can
result in serious interferences and thereby needs for a considerable decrease in
data rate.

5.1.1 Two-level-graph-based scheduling

A more complex network model uses a two-level graph model, see e.g. [10].
Here interference edges are added, meaning that there is not sufficient signal
power to receive the packet without error, but the signal power is strong enough
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to interfere with reception from other users. This model gives a better descrip-
tion of the network, but it can be difficult to determine which interference edges
exist.

The two-level graph model handles the interference more explicitly by bas-
ing the schedule on a graph in which node pairs with SNR less than γC are
included as interference edges [67]. The edges with SNR lower than γC will
not be assigned time slots, but only be used in the test criterion. By considering
a graph Gγ and letting γ take a value γI smaller than γC, the set of edges will
contain not only the links but also interference edges, which represent the case
when the signal from one user is too weak to be used for communication but is
still strong enough to interfere. We will call γI the interference threshold.

However, all transmissions in the time slot will add to the interference. The
choice of γI thereby determines the remaining interference. By choosing the
threshold for a communication link, γC, slightly greater than what is needed for
reliable communication, γR, we assure that the communicating link can handle
these remaining interferences.

This two-level graph model can be used to create interference-free sched-
ules. However, the two-level graph-based scheduling must still be done in a
more careful manner than interference-based scheduling, since it has less in-
formation and thereby still needs margins to generate conflict-free schedules.
The graphs GγC and GγI with a properly chosen γC and γI can now be used
to generate a reuse schedule with any assignment algorithm taking a graph as
a network model. In [44] we investigated this with γI set to 1 thereby includ-
ing interference from a node if it causes more interference than the noise in the
receiver.

Here we will study how good schedules we can get with this method if we
can choose the optimal value of γI .

5.2 Results

In figures 5.2 - 5.5, we plot the ratio between maximum throughput for the
graph-based methods and maximum throughput for interference-based schedul-
ing. This ratio is averaged over 1000 networks of different connectivity of size
10, 20, 40 and 60 nodes, respectively.

We define connectivity as the fraction of nodes in the network that can be
reached by a node, in one hop, on average, i.e. M/(N(N −1)), where M is the
number of directed links in the network.
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Figure 5.2: The figure shows the ratio between the maximum throughput for SIR-based
schedules and the maximum throughput for the different graph-based sched-
ules. The ratio is plotted for 1000 networks of size 10 nodes for different
connectivity.
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Figure 5.3: The figure shows the ratio between the maximum throughput for SIR-based
schedules and the maximum throughput for the different graph-based sched-
ules. The ratio is plotted for 1000 networks of size 20 nodes for different
connectivity.
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Figure 5.4: The figure shows the ratio between the maximum throughput for SIR-based
schedules and the maximum throughput for the different graph-based sched-
ules. The ratio is plotted for 1000 networks of size 40 nodes for different
connectivity.
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Figure 5.5: The figure shows the ratio between the maximum throughput for SIR-based
schedules and the maximum throughput for the different graph-based sched-
ules. The ratio is plotted for 1000 networks of size 60 nodes for different
connectivity.
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It can be seen that the difference between all graph-based scheduling meth-
ods and interference-based scheduling increases with networks size. Two-level
graph based scheduling with an optimal choice of γI performs best of the graph-
based methods especially for low connectivities and high traffic loads.

However, how to choose the optimal value is not so simple. The figures also
show that the choice from [44], i.e. γI = 1 does not perform especially well
for large networks, and a lower value is preferable. K-hop graph scheduling is
a simpler method.

We can see that the usual 1-hop graph scheduling performs very badly com-
pared to interference-based scheduling. The ignoring of interference levels close
to being useful for communication really causes significant drops of capacity.
Using higher values of k, e.g. 2 and 3 hops performs better, but we see that
k equals infinity, i.e. traffic sensitive TDMA performs best of the k-hop graph
scheduling methods for all network sizes. This might seem a little strange, but
the cause of this is the variable data rate combined with traffic sensitivity. The
problem is that both 2-hop and 3-hop scheduling is not sufficient to avoid a SIR
lower than γR, thus resulting in a lowered data rate. In worst case this afflicts
all time slots that are given to a link with considerable reduction of maximum
throughput as a result. This reduction cannot be estimated until the schedule is
used so the algorithm cannot take this into consideration.

Without significant changes to the algorithm and increase what information
that needs to be transferred this is difficult to do something about. However, this
might actually be one problem that is easier to solve for a distributed algorithm.
The estimated standard deviation of the average ratio is here around 0.02 for the
k-hop graph scheduling except for the lowest values of connectivity where it is
slightly higher. For the two-level models it is less, around 0.01 for all values.

5.3 Concluding remarks

In this chapter we have shown that the choice of underlying network model can
have significant effect on network throughput. For highly connected networks
the choice of graph model is not so important with the exception of the tra-
ditional method (k = 1) which gives very poor results unless the network is
fully connected. For low connectivity the difference between the methods are
significant.

The k-hop graph model can be rather useful for k = 2 or 3 but there are
traffic sensitivity problems resulting in that traffic adaptive TDMA is better.
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(It should be noted that traffic sensitivity is not simple to add which means that
such a TDMA schedule is not necessarily easy to create). Results could possibly
be approved with better traffic sensitivity for k = 2 and 3 especially for large
networks.

The two-level model usually gives good result if appropriate thresholds can
be found, this however is not always that easy. The simple choice from [44]
do not perform well for large networks. It would be interesting to see whether
knowledge about network size would be sufficient to determine a good thresh-
old.

However, the full interference model is always best especially for large net-
work size and low connectivity when the gain is highest.

Notice, that for a low loaded network, the data rate may not always need to
be decreased at which case the simpler methods may still behave as they should.
But we are concentrating on high traffic loads here.



Chapter 6

Effect of Frame Length– Joint
Node and Link Assignment

In the previous chapters we have used a variable frame length, chosen with
sufficient length to obtain full traffic adaptivity. However, for large networks
this is seldom possible, the overhead cost for the handling of the time slots will
simply be too high. Furthermore, a variable frame length will create problems
for a distributed algorithm since the frame length may change for each update,
which in turn will force a global update.

In this chapter, we study what effect different frame length have on the re-
sult, i.e. the interplay between traffic sensitivity and frame length. In addition
we will present an additional assignment strategy–Joint Node and Link Assign-
ment.

However, we will only study this for unicast traffic.

6.1 A centralized algorithm

In order to create a schedule with a fixed frame length we will here describe a
centralized algorithm that can do that from a given length T . This algorithm is
very similar to the distributed algorithm that will be presented later.

Central also to this algorithm is the concept of priority values and priority.
The priority value of a link set xi is defined as the number of time-slots allocated
to the link set hx

i , divided by the traffic load on the link set Λx
i . These priority

values are closely connected to the maximum throughput of the network, see
equation 3.5. This means that the link set that limits the maximum throughput
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will be the once that are tested first in each time slot.
This choice of priority value is similar to the saturation value used in [38],

which uses an average between hx
i +1
Λx

i
and the value if the link receives another

time slot when deciding which link to allocate next. This measure tries to max-
imize fairness instead of maximizing the maximum throughput. If a link with
low traffic load limit the maximum throughput it may not receive an extra time
slot since this would give it too much capacity as seen from a fairness measure.

The following algorithm generates a schedule with length T :

Step 1 Initialize:

1.1 Enumerate the link sets

1.2 Create a list, A, containing all of the link sets.

1.3 Set t to zero.

Step 2 Repeat until t = T :

Step 2.1 Set t← t + 1 and Yt ← ∅.
Step 2.2 For each link set xi in list A:

2.2.1 Set Yt ← Yt ∪ xi.

2.2.2 If the link sets in Yt can transmit simultaneously:

• Set hi ← hi + 1.

2.2.3 If the set of link sets in Yt cannot transmit simultaneously, set

Yt ← Yt \ xi.

Step 2.3 Reorder list A according to link set priority,

θi = hi/Λx
i ,

lowest value first.

6.2 Results for Node And Link Assignment

In Figure 6.1 we plot the maximum throughput for schedules generated with
different frame lengths for a 30 node network with 144 links as a function of
the frame length generated with the above algorithm. This is done for both node
assignment and link assignment. As can be seen the choice of frame length
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Figure 6.1: Maximum throughput for node and link Assignment for different frame
lengths for a 30-node network with 144 links.

have a large impact on the performance in this case. If the frame length is
not sufficient to give all nodes/links a time slot we will have zero maximum
throughput, due to the definition of uniform capacity in Chapter 2.

Once all nodes/links have a time slot the maximum throughput increases to
1/Λmax ∗ N(N − 1)/T , and from there it increases irregularly depending on
whether or not the nodes/links not assigned in the last added slot now have lower
maximum throughput than the previous minimum value due to the increase in
frame length.

That is, only links/nodes assigned in the last slot will increase their maxi-
mum throughput all the rest will decrease since the frame length increases. This
may in some cases decrease the throughput. This is especially noticeable in a
fully connected network, Figure 6.2, where all nodes have the same traffic load.
Maximum throughput will decrease until all links /nodes have yet another slot.
In this case we also see that node assignment reaches a reasonable maximum
throughput with much shorter frame length than link assignment, the very large
number of links in this network requires very many time slots.

In Figure 6.3 we plot the average maximum throughput for schedules with
different frame lengths divided with the highest value of maximum throughput
(for link assignment) averaged over 250 networks of different sizes. The left
one is for low connectivity and the right one is for medium connectivity. This is
done for both node and link assignment.
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Figure 6.2: Maximum throughput for node and link Assignment for different frame
lengths for a 30-node network with 870 links.

As for the example networks, we see that node assignment gets close to its
highest value of maximum throughput much earlier than link assignment. This
is because there are much fewer nodes than links and traffic adaptivity is thereby
simpler. A consequence of this is that unless we have a sufficient frame length
available, link assignment does not even have higher maximum throughput than
node assignment for unicast traffic.

Similar to the results in chapter 3 we can also see that the difference be-
tween node and link assignment increases with network size. For a 10-node
network, the frame length required to get the same maximum throughput with
both methods is close to one and a half times the number of links for both low
and medium connectivity. For 60 nodes, just above one half is sufficient. This
means that the required frame length does not increase as fast as the number of
links when the network increases in size. It may, however, do so when it only
increases in connectivity.

One reason why we study variable frame length here is that we want to
choose a proper frame length for distributed STDMA. As we can seen, there is a
knee in the maximum throughput curve, below this, there is a considerable loss
in maximum throughput due to not having sufficient traffic sensitivity, above,
there is very little positive effect of choosing a longer frame length. When
STDMA schedules are created in a distributed manner, the overhead traffic in-
creases with the frame length. This occurs because the same set of scheduling
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Figure 6.3: Average maximum throughput compared to the highest maximum through-
put for different frame lengths for networks of low connectivity to the left
and medium connectivity to the right. Both node and link assignment is
plotted (Link assignment giving the highest values for large frame lengths.)

operations are performed in each time-slot in the frame. While the precise rate
of increase would vary with the scheduling algorithm employed, it is clear that
the overhead would increase with frame length.

In addition, using a distributed algorithm, we could have different frame
lengths in different parts of the network, depending on how the networks looks
locally around a node. Information on how maximum throughput depends on
frame length could be useful in order to determine what a local frame length
needs to be (and when it should change).

6.3 Joint Node-Link Assignment

As can be seen so far node assignment performs well for short frame lengths
and link assignment performs well for long frame lengths. It would however be
desirable to use an assignment strategy that performs well at all frame lengths,
behaving like node assignment for small frame lengths and like link assignment
for large frame lengths. We propose such a strategy in this section.

The central idea behind joint node-link assignment is to assign one time-slot
to each node, as a node-assigned slot. The maximum throughput of this node-
assigned slot is shared among all the outgoing links of the node. Each node gets
exactly one node-assigned slot, while the remaining time-slots are assigned to
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links.
We modify the base Link scheduling algorithm above as follows. While

testing link (i, j) in time-slot t, we first check if the transmitting node vi of
(i, j) has been allocated a node-assigned slot. If not, we check whether vi can
be allocated in t in node-assigned mode. If it can, we proceed to allocate vi in a
node-assigned mode. If it cannot, we proceed, as before, to check whether (i, j)
can be allocated in t.

6.3.1 Sharing the Capacity of the Node-Assigned Slot

Once a node has been assigned in node-assigned mode, its capacity can be as-
sumed to be shared among all outgoing links of that node. We illustrate this
concept in Figure 6.4. Node A has outgoing links Li with traffic loads Λi and
allocated time-slots hi, i = 1 . . . 4.

Then the priority values without considering the node-assigned slot are θ1 =
1
2 , θ2 = 1

3 , θ3 = 1
4 and θ4 = 1

5 . If a node-assigned slot has been allocated to
A, its capacity is shared among the outgoing links Li emanating from A. The
capacity sharing takes the form of waterfilling as illustrated in Figure 6.4.

The waterfilling is performed in two dimensions, first across all the flows
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Figure 6.5: Motivation for Optimization

of a link, and then across links. Note that the procedure leads to modified pri-
ority values for some of the links. We denote the priority of a link (i, j) after
waterfilling by θw

ij .

6.3.2 Handling Links with Equal Priority values

Consider a node vi with a set of outgoing links LO. Let us assume that vi has
been allocated a node-assigned slot. Further, the set of links L∗

O ⊆ LO have the
same priority. In this case, we must decide the order in which the links should
be tested. This situation occurs when a node-assigned slot has been allocated
to vi, and the waterfilling operation results in equal priority values for the links
in L∗

O. Note that links in L∗
O may have different traffic loads. This situation is

depicted in Figure 6.5 for the particular case of θi = 0 ∀i ∈ L∗
O.

We illustrate the drawback associated with an incorrect testing order with
the above example. Node A has three outgoing links. In Figure 6.6(a), (1) is
tested first, followed by (2) and (3). Assuming that (1) can be successfully
assigned in this time-slot, the slots per flow achieved by each link are shown.
On the other hand, in Figure 6.6(b), (3) is tested first, followed by (1) and (2).
Once again, the slots per flow achieved by each link are as shown.

We note that the testing order corresponding to Figure 6.6(b) leads to better
results at the end of the current time-slot. Intuitively, we would like to give
precedence to the link which maximizes the minimum slots per flow among links
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Figure 6.6: Effect of Testing Order

in L∗
O. Thus we would like our testing order to reflect the above intuition. An

exhaustive method of ordering the links in L∗
O is to assume that the slot has been

allocated to each element of L∗
O in turn, waterfill with the capacity of the node

assigned slot, and compute the minimum slots per flow. The links in L∗
O should

then be tested in the decreasing order of this metric.
However, it can be easily be realized that the above is equivalent to giving

precedence to that link which has the minimum slots per flow, assuming it has
been allocated the current slot, since this link would otherwise be the one using
up most of the waterfilling node slot. This leads to a much simpler implemen-
tation wherein we compute modified θ values for links in L∗

O, denoted by θo to

reflect this optimization, as θo
ij = hij+1

Λij
.

Thus the priority list is first sorted on the basis of the original priority values
θij . Next, the links with equal priority values having the same transmitting node
are re-sorted in increasing order of θo

ij .

6.4 Some results on this

In Figure 6.7 we now study our joint node-link assignment strategy for low con-
nectivity network. On the left is 250 20-node networks and on the right are
250 60-node networks. We note that the joint node-link assignment algorithm
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Figure 6.7: Average maximum throughput compared to the highest maximum through-
put for different frame lengths for networks of low connectivity, using all
three assignment strategies. 20-node networks to the left 60-node network
to the right.

matches the performance of node assignment at small frame lengths, and that of
link assignment at large frame lengths. For intermediate frame lengths, it per-
forms better than both node and link assignment. For low connectivity networks,
this assignment strategy performs well at all frame lengths. The new strategy
even performs better than link assignment for long frame lengths, only when the
frame length is very very long will link assignment catch up. The waterfilling
with only one node slot gives here a considerably improvement regarding traffic
sensitivity.

Notice that this means that the frame length required to reach a certain max-
imum throughput can be considerably decreased as compared with link assign-
ment, a reduction in half is common.

For medium connectivity plotted in figures 6.8 the result is not that good
anymore. We can see that we get maximum throughput above zero as quickly
as for node assignment but after this there is a region where node assignment
is better until the higher spatial reuse of link assignment gives the joint node-
link algorithm the advantage. Our new strategy is still considerably much better
than link assignment though. The problem for medium connectivity, that will
become even worse for high connectivity, is that one node slot simply is not
enough to do an efficient water filling. A possible expansion would be to allow
more than one node assigned slot to each node, this however will we leave to
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Figure 6.8: Average maximum throughput compared to the highest maximum through-
put for different frame lengths for networks of medium connectivity, using
all three assignment strategies. 20-node networks to the left 60-node net-
work to the right.

future work.

6.5 Some conclusions

In this chapter we have briefly studied the effect of limiting the frame length.
As was seen, with a limited frame length some of the results from the previous
chapters are changed. Node assignment can give good results with a shorter
frame length than link assignment. Only for longer frame lengths do we see the
results from Chapter 3.

We have also devised a new strategy, joint node-link assignment, by giving
each node a single node-assigned time slot. For low connectivity, this strategy
outperforms node and link assignment for all frame lengths. For medium con-
nectivity and higher, it cannot fully compete with node assignment for shorter
frame lengths but it still considerably outperforms link assignment.

This new strategy will allow us to use shorter frame lengths, which will be
an advantage in reducing unnecessary overhead for distributed algorithms that
need to negotiate for each time slot.



Chapter 7

Distributed Information – How
to schedule Efficient?

All work so far have assumed a centralized scheduler, in practice this is un-
wanted, by the time new information have been collected into a central unit it
may be obsolete, especially for a large network.

In addition, a centralized solution is not especially robust against node fail-
ures. If the central unit is lost we may end up in serious problem, even if we have
a backup node that can take over the scheduling. Therefore, we will now study
distributed scheduling, and see whether results from centralized scheduling can
be used also when we design distributed algorithms.

We will start this chapter by giving a list of the properties we seek in a
distributed algorithm. We will also discuss whether existing algorithms for dis-
tributed STDMA scheduling can handle these properties.

7.1 Wanted Properties

Although, many distributed STDMA algorithms are either node or link as-
signed, commonly referred to node and link activation, many algorithm descrip-
tions handle both of them. There is really little difference when we design a
distributed algorithm — if we can design a distributed algorithm for one of the
methods, it is not so much work to do the same for the other.

For distributed scheduling we will only concentrate on link assignment.
In the following we list some of the desired properties of a distributed

STDMA algorithm. The first five of these are specific for distributed schedul-
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ing. The last three properties are general for all STDMA scheduling but they
are so relevant for performance so we repeat them here.

1. No central control; the algorithm is run in parallel in every node in the
network. This is necessary if we want a robust system that can handle the
loss of any node and is the basic meaning of the term “distributed”.

2. Only local information is exchanged and needed. As the other corner-
stone of the term “distributed”, the information propagation must be lim-
ited. However, we do not make any specific definition of the term “local”,
except that global information about the network is not needed.

3. Local adaptation to topological and traffic changes must be possible.
(Ripples are permitted if the probability of updates decreases with dis-
tance from the change.) This is an addition to the previous two assump-
tions that prevent “unstable” algorithms.

4. The algorithm should be able to efficiently handle large changes in the
number of nodes and density of the network. (By “efficiently” we mean
that it should not just be able to create a valid schedule but also perform
close to the results of a centralized algorithm in a number of very different
scenarios). In particular, changes in the network density will be usual in
military scenarios and situations where all nodes are gathered at one place
(with maximum density as a result) will occur.

5. The algorithm should adapt to the level of mobility. In relatively static
networks, we can get a very good picture of the situation, e.g. precise
path losses and power levels which could be used to make a more efficient
schedule. In a high mobility network the only information that may be
possible to transmit might be the existence of neighbors. The algorithm
should perform well under these circumstances too. The radio channel
is the scarce resource in our network and should be used as efficiently as
possible.

6. Adaptivity to traffic; the algorithm should be able to adapt to the different
needs of the different links. There is considerable variation of traffic over
the different links of the network due to the relaying of traffic in multi-hop
networks. An STDMA algorithm must adapt to this in order to be efficient
[30]. Furthermore, one of the main advantages of STDMA is its ability
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to provide QoS. In order to go beyond one slot per frame guarantees (or
even reach this for a single flow), traffic adaptivity is a must.

7. Using an interference-based network model. The graph-based network
model is currently the most used network model for ad hoc-networks.
However, this model does not reflect reality sufficiently well in many of
our scenarios. As was shown in chapter 5, graph-based scheduling do not
perform very well compared to interference-based scheduling.

8. The algorithm should handle (exploit) heterogeneous nodes in the net-
work. Some nodes may have more advanced abilities than others, e.g.
adaptive antennas, able to use variable data rate, lower noise levels and
similar abilities. Moreover, a node might have the same radio as the rest
of the nodes but have other properties, e.g. in terms of mobility. A heli-
copter is one example of this kind of node, another is a node that is known
to be immobile.

The first three of these properties are handled by all algorithms that claim to
be distributed, although point three is difficult to assess without actual simula-
tions. For the rest of the properties there are considerable variations.

Many algorithms need at least information about the number of nodes and
node density. Actually, several papers, see e.g. [17, 32], prove that their algo-
rithm can create schedules with length dependent on the maximum density of
the network. However, unless methods not mentioned in the papers are added,
this gives a fixed frame length throughout the network. This means that a change
in the number of nodes or an increase in network density might force a global
update of the network. This will probably not happen as often as normal up-
dates, but it is still highly undesired. To avoid such global updates these pa-
rameters must be chosen to be worst case, which usually results in unnecessary
complexity and inefficiency. Therefore, fixing the length of the schedule is a
simple solution, but it does not handle the situation of varying the number of
nodes in the network very well. If the number of nodes increases and the net-
work density gets high (many neighboring nodes), the fixed frame length may
not be sufficient. If the number of nodes decreases, this may result in an unnec-
essary long schedule with its added load of complexity. In many algorithms, see
for example [15, 17, 32], we end up with a schedule of fixed length (or less than
this length) depending on the network density and size.

However, there are a better approach, that we could call the 2n principle,
used in [36, 20, 16]. The frame length is varied in different parts of the network
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(and also over time). The frame length as seen by a node or a link is of length
2n. If the density increases in a local area, n can be increased by one in this
area. This does not cause any changes outside this local area. If all nodes in
the area can receive their slots in the first half of the frame, the schedule can be
decreased.

It is difficult to say how well this works and how efficient schedules are
created if we have large changes in the number of nodes and/or density, but it is
a method worth investigating further.

As mentioned in chapter 1, traffic control is only rarely included in the dis-
tributed algorithms. Although some algorithms include the ability to assign
more than one time slot to a link or node, see e.g. [36, 37], a more specific de-
scription of how and when some of the links receive extra time slots is usually
omitted.

Most distributed STDMA algorithms assume a very simple graph model,
which can give poor results, see chapter 5, and usually they are not easily ex-
panded to an interference-based model. Many can be expanded to a two-level
graph model, but this gives a considerable decrease in maximum throughput
compared with an interference-based model. One exception to the use of graph-
based scheduling is [68], but this paper investigates extremely large systems and
does not use time slotted systems.

The existing distributed algorithms are generally designed for the high mo-
bility case, and the graph model does not convey sufficient network information
for efficient scheduling in a more stable scenario. For high mobility, though, it is
probably not possible to convey more than this information, which suggests that
the accuracy of network information should decrease with increasing network
mobility. How much information should be conveyed to the local neighborhood
for a specific mobility rate (as compared to the link data rate) is still an open
issue. For very high mobility we might end up with the same information as a
graph model gives.

A lot of work has been done on distributed STDMA, but no existing al-
gorithm fulfills all our required properties. Of the existing algorithms, USAP
is probably the most interesting for military communications but not even this
algorithm has all the listed properties that are desired for reliable and efficient
communication on the battlefield.

However, although none of these algorithms can fulfill our properties they
have functions that will be useful when designing such an algorithm.

All distributed algorithms have been designed with the purpose of giving an
acceptable solution, rather than a solution that handles the channel as efficiently
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as possible under different situations. A more systematic approach to the design
of distributed STDMA algorithms is lacking. What is an efficient schedule in a
specific scenario? How is such a schedule created? Exactly which information
is needed and how much in each case?

We know that the more information about the network we have the bet-
ter schedules we can create, thereby increasing the total maximum throughput
of the network. However, increasing information also increases the overhead.
This means that the amount of information the algorithm has about the network
should vary depending on the situation.

The use of interference-based scheduling can give us the means to vary the
amount of information. So far no distributed STDMA algorithms have tried to
use this.

In the rest of the chapter we will describe our proposal to an interference-
based STDMA algorithm that creates an efficient schedule with a given amount
of information about the network.

In this chapter our algorithm does not care how it receives the information,
but simply acts on the information it has received. The purpose of this is to in-
vestigate how efficiently we can use distributed information. In the next chapter
we will study how to convey the required information.

7.2 An Interference-Based Distributed Algorithm

In short, the our distributed STDMA algorithm can be described by the follow-
ing steps:

• Nodes that have entered the network exchange local information with
their neighbors.

• The link with highest priority in its local surroundings assigns itself a time
slot (this is done in the receiver).

• The local schedule is then updated, and a new link has highest priority.
This process is then continued until all slots are occupied.

We will include traffic sensitivity through the link priorities, i.e. a link that
needs many time slots will have high priority more often than a link with low
priority.

The algorithm is interference-based since it uses interference information,
i.e. interference information is transmitted and used when the algorithm decide
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when links can transmit simultaneously. We will use the term local neighbor-
hood of a link (i, j) to mean those links that will be taken into consideration
when a link determines whether it can transmit simultaneously with all other
assigned links. Links outside the local neighborhood will not be considered and
therefore no information about these links is assumed. Exactly how large this
neighborhood is will be discussed later.

In the following we will assume that each link has a given schedule length
T . This length is not necessarily the same length in all parts of the network and
may change over time. But this will not change the basic scheduling process.

7.2.1 Link States

The STDMA algorithm is run in parallel for each link, i.e. each link can be seen
as a separate process which will be run at the receiving node of the link, which
means that each node will run a process per incoming link. These processes can
be in three states: active, waiting, or asleep.

• Active: In this mode, the link has the highest priority in its local neigh-
borhood and will subsequently assign itself a time slot. Which time slot
is chosen if more than one is available will be discussed later. A link
process can be in this mode because of the existence of unused slots or
because the link’s share of the time slots in its local neighborhood is too
low. In the latter case, it can steal time slots from another link. We will
describe later under which situations this may be permitted. Information
about which time slot is chosen and the link’s new priority will be trans-
mitted to all nodes in the local neighborhood of the link. After this, the
link process can stay in this mode or change into one of the others.

• Waiting: In this mode the links wants to assign itself a time slot, but
another link has highest priority. The link will wait its turn. However,
since time slots are taken by active users, the link may change into asleep
mode instead if all time slots are taken and the link does not have the right
to steal slots.

• Asleep: In this mode, there are no available slots for the link and it simply
waits for a change of the network, either in topology or in traffic levels.

The purpose of the sleeping phase is that to let also nodes that are not high-
est prioritized allocate time slot. This will allow us to use the channel more
efficiently. In the next chapter we look into this in more detail.
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7.2.2 Link Priority

Link priority decides in which order the links may attempt to assign themselves
a time slot. The link priority can depend on many things, but the most important
will be the number of time slots the link is assigned, hij , and the traffic of the
link, Λij . Since both these values are changing, the link priority is constantly
changing.

The priority value of a link (i, j) will be hij

Λij
, where the lowest value has the

highest priority. The motivation for this comes from the maximum throughput
formula (3.5). The links with the highest priority (lowest value) will be the links
which limit the maximum throughput of the network. The network throughput
will not rise above zero until all links with traffic levels above zero have received
at least one time slot. An obvious consequence of this is that all links with traffic
in a local neighborhood will receive at least one time slot before any of the links
receive more than one slot. This will be the case, for example, when a new
schedule is initiated.

7.2.3 Theft of Time slots

Sometimes, the relative traffic levels will change in a local area (or other changes
may take place). This will result in a situation where a link has a smaller pro-
portion of the time slots than its priority value merits. If there are free slots, the
link may assign itself slots until it is on a similar priority level as its surrounding
links. However, if no time slots are free, the link can sometimes steal time slots
from other nodes.

The policy for assigning time slots in the case of free time slots is always
that the link which limits the maximum throughput will be the one that receives
an extra time slot. This is also the case when a link is permitted to steal a time
slot. When stealing a time slot, the local network throughput must increase.

This means that a link (i, j) is only permitted to steal a time slot from an-
other link (k, l) if the priority value of the stealing link is lower than the other
link’s priority value after the loss of a time slot, i.e.

hij

Λij
<

hkl − 1
Λkl

.

The theft of time slots means that it is the link with too few time slots that
reacts to unfairness situations. This is a better solution than if links that have
too many time slots would give them up since such a link can never know if
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the time slot can be used by the link with too few time slots. The time slot can
always be blocked by another node further away.

In this form, the algorithm permits the theft of a time slot if there is any
gain at all independent on how small. Since this always will result in additional
overhead traffic we may want to limit the cases where theft is allowed to only
cases where the maximum-throughput gain is worth the overhead cost.

One way of doing this is to include a Theft Threshold (TT) such that theft
is allowed iff:

hij

Λij
TT <

hkl − 1
Λkl

,

where TT is greater than or equal to one. As we will see in the next chapter, the
setting of this parameter can affect the maximum throughput and overhead. To
start with we will use TT equal to one.

7.2.4 Choice of time slots

Sometimes when a node attempts to assign itself a time slot, it will have more
than one to choose from. This will especially be the case when the schedule
is first initiated. The main reason why the choice of time slot is important is
the packet delay of the network. For example, if a link has received two time
slots and these are spread in such a way that the distance between them is ap-
proximately half the frame length, then for low traffic loads the delay will be at
most half the frame length. However, if the node is given two consecutive time
slots, the maximum delay might be the entire frame length. That is, it is usually
efficient to spread a node’s time slots evenly over the frame. This problem gets
worse if nodes receive many time slots, especially since a large part of the traffic
usually flows through these nodes. From this small example we can conclude
that the choice of time slots can be important.

Note that this can also affect the links that will receive only a single time
slot. The reason for this is that all links will receive one slot before any of
them receive their second. If we use up all slots in the first half of the schedule,
for instance, we will not have an efficient spreading of time slots. This can be
alleviated by choosing a time slot at random when we choose the first time slot
for a link. When the link already has time slots assigned to it, we choose a slot
that is maximally spread from the others.

Another reason for this consideration can be the existence of weak links,
i.e. links that can only handle very small amounts of interference. These links
are difficult to assign to the same slot as any other link unless they are very
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far apart. Another property of these links is that they are often long, i.e. they
carry traffic a long physical distance in one hop. The links will often be used by
routing algorithms that do not take into consideration the capacity of the link,
a property that describes virtually all existing ad hoc routing algorithms, thus
resulting in heavy traffic loads. Due to the high traffic loads these links usually
receive several time slots. Now, if all the stronger links have received a time
slot each, unused by any other node, it might be difficult to give the weak links
their extra slots. Therefore, it can be a good idea to try to assign strong links,
those that can handle larger interference levels, to slots where the interference
levels already are rather high (not too high of course) and leave the unused
(low interference level) slots to weak links. However, this might be a complex
procedure, so we will leave such an investigation for the future.

In addition to this we have the same problem when when a link wants to
steal a time slot, if there are more than one available it can be an advantage to
steal the time slot, where the resulting maximum throughput is highest. That is,
we may only steal time slots is there is a gain in maximum throughput by doing
it, but how large that gain is can be dependent on which time slot that is stolen.
The links that lose a time slot may now be the limiting links instead of the
stealing link for example. The choice of time slot can thereby be of importance.

For simplicity, and the fact that we only evaluate maximum throughput in
this report, we have chosen the first available time slot when doing normal as-
signment in our simulations. For theft we have chosen the time slot whose
assigned links (only those that we actually steal) have the highest priority value
after they loose a time slot.

7.2.5 When do we have a re-scheduling?

We have so far described the different states of a link process and how the pri-
ority is calculated, but we have not been very detailed about the circumstances
under when a new scheduling event take place. In the following, we give events
that can cause changes in an ad hoc network and which consequences they have.

• Increased interference level on a link due to mobility. The link cannot use
the slot and deallocates it. This has two consequences. First, hij decreases
for the link which decreases the priority value for the link. The link may
now have a value so low that it is permitted to steal a time slot from
another node. Second, since the link deallocates the time slot, another
link may now have a free slot, which it may allocate itself.
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• Decreased interference level on a link due to mobility. A link may have a
free time slot that was previously blocked, which it will allocate to itself.
This increases hij , which might result in another link stealing a time slot
from the link.

• A link breaks: This stops the link process, and all assigned time slots will
be deallocated. This will have similar consequences as when a link gives
up a time slot due to interference, although this can happen to many time
slots simultaneously, thus affecting more links. However, a link break can
also have consequences for the routing, which affects Λij . The priority
values in the neighborhood, or even further away, may change. This may
lead to significant schedule changes.

• A link is created: This creates a new link process (or restarts an earlier
process). We make the assumption that Λij for the new link is set to a
value greater than zero, which results in a priority value of zero. This
means that the link will assign itself a time slot if one is available or
otherwise steal one from a link with more than one time slot. A new link
can also lead to a rerouting of the traffic, which may have consequences
further away.

• A new node is added to the network: This can be seen as several links that
are added simultaneously. It can also change traffic in the network.

• A node disappears from the network: This can be seen as the removal of
several links at once. It can also change traffic in the network.

• Rerouting or other traffic changes: This can result from link failures, links
created or changes in the input traffic to the network. This changes the
priority of the links, which can cause time slots to be stolen.

Some other things can also be mentioned. First, with more complex links
we may have a variable link data rate. In such a case hij may not necessarily
be an integer. Second, if a link has one of its time slots stolen, it sometimes
has the opportunity to steal a time slot from a link further away from the link
that initiated the theft. Third, it is also possible that the local frame length is
not sufficiently long for as much traffic adaptivity as we would like, or even
long enough to give all links a single time slot. In this case, the local frame
length must be increased. However, we will leave how this is done and how we
determine whether it is necessary for future work.
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Figure 7.1: A small part of a network.

7.3 What information does a node need?

As previously mentioned, the interference-based model is included by which
network information is transmitted and how this information is used for deter-
mining when links can transmit simultaneously. The local neighborhood of a
link (i, j) is those links that will be taken into consideration when the link de-
termines whether it can transmit simultaneously with all other assigned links.
Links outside the local neighborhood will not be considered and therefore no
information about these links is assumed.

The remaining issue is exactly what information the algorithm needs in or-
der to do the scheduling.

Two things must be fulfilled if a link can be allowed to transmit in a time
slot.

First, the receiver must have sufficiently low level of interference from the
assigned transmitters. This is calculated in the receiver.

Second, the interference from the transmitter is not allowed to cause inter-
ference problems in any of the other receivers already assigned time slots. This
is calculated in the sender and then the information is sent to the receiver (since
it does the actual scheduling) as a variable called AV TS (available time slots to
send).

The problem can be illustrated by the example shown in Figure 7.1. In
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Figure 7.2: The needed information for a node.

this case links (1, 2), (3, 4), and (5, 6) are assigned to a particular time slot.
Now, link (7, 8) wants to be assigned as well. This means that the received
power in node v8, must be sufficiently large compared to noise and the combined
interference from nodes v1, v3, and v5. Furthermore, the interference caused by
node v7 in the receiving nodes v2, v4, and v6 must not be so large that any of
these fall below the SIR threshold.

In order to achieve conflict-free scheduling on link (i, j) the receiver vj need
the following information (which also can be seen in picture 7.2):

Interference - Received Power

We need an estimate of the received power from each of the other transmitters,
i.e. PkG(k, j). We assume that the channel is equal in both directions, that is

G(k, j) = G(j, k).

This assumption can then be used by the transmitter to determine whether
its transmission will cause problems for somebody else.

If the received power level from a transmitter is below a value δI , it is as-
sumed to be zero by the algorithm, i.e. the algorithm assume that such nodes
do not affect one another. The size of this threshold is given by the interference
threshold, i.e. γI = δI/Nr.

We assume that this information can be obtained by measurements on the
channel and no specific information needs to be transmitted to handle this.
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To simplify notation, we say that a pair of nodes vi and vj form a interfer-
ence link if the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is less than γC but higher than γI in
a similar way as in chapter 5.

Local Schedule

A node needs to know the local schedule and how much more interference can
be handled by the assigned receivers Imax(l, τ) in each time slot τ , i.e. the
largest value of Imax such that the following inequality is still valid

PkG(k, l)
(Nr + IL(k, l) + Imax(l, τ))

≥ γR.

This information (Imax(l, τ)) is required for node vi to be able to determine
whether its transmission can be handled by the other, already assigned receivers.
A link can be assigned the time slot if:

PiG(i, l) < Imax(l, τ)

for all assigned receivers vl in time slot τ .
The local schedule is also used to determine whether the receiver vj can

handle all existing interference. Measurements of the channel in the specific
time slot can be of help when doing this, but is not sufficient since node vj

cannot know whether all assigned transmitters vk actually are using their time
slot. Instead the actual SIR is calculated using the local schedule and received
power levels. If the interference levels that are measured are higher than this
estimate, we conclude that the we have extra interference from outside the local
neighborhood and the interference measured should be used while this lasts.

The local schedule S and all values of Imax(l, τ) needs to be sent over the
channel. However, only information about nodes that vj can cause interference
to or vj can be interfered by is needed.

Priorities

A node needs to know when it should be active. It also needs to know if a node
in the neighborhood is asleep, since such nodes are not considered in terms of
priority. The exception to this is the case with theft of time slots, in which
case sleeping nodes are also considered. The node needs such information from
the entire local neighborhood since we cannot allow two nodes to be active
simultaneously in the local neighborhood.
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Available Time Slots to Send (AVTS)

The receiver also needs information from the transmitter about which time slots
it can assign. This can be represented by a vector of the same length as the
frame length or specific information about changes of a single time slot. Only
information from the transmitter is needed by the receiver.

With this information the receiver has sufficient information to determine
when link (i, j) should be active and which time slots it can assign.

Local neighborhood

Due to mobility the local neighborhood will change constantly and we also need
to have accurate information about what the local neighborhood is at the present
moment.

7.3.1 Continues Variables

A problem with interference-based scheduling that does not exist for graph-
based scheduling is that some of the parameters used are not discrete variables,
an example of such a parameter is path-loss. Such variables may take any value
and can change continuously. Path-loss need not to be sent but Imax is dependent
on path-loss values and need to be sent.

In practice, also path-loss values and measured values of interference will
be sampled, by lower layers, but this may be of too high rate change each such
value to be sent to the local neighborhood.

To avoid this we can introduce another threshold Imax Threshold (IMT), that
will be the minimum change of Imax that will cause an update.

7.3.2 Consequences of limited information

A problem with limiting the input information on the network, i.e. using the
interference threshold, is that units from far away are not considered. Although
these nodes create small interference in a node, they might still cause a prob-
lem since the nodes will try to schedule as many links as possible in each time
slot. This means that the scheduled SIR will be very close to γR in many re-
ceivers. The additional interference from outside the local neighborhood can
then be sufficient to lower the actual SIR below γR. One way to avoid this is
to use an interference margin Imargin, i.e. we assume that there will be external
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interference and therefore avoid scheduling the SIR as low as γR. The link is
then assumed to be able to use the time slot if:

PiG(i, j)
(Nr + IL(i, j) + Imargin)

≥ γR.

However, this solution may not completely solve the problem. One reason
is efficiency—in order to completely avoid the problem we have to choose a
rather large margin, which means that the channel will be used poorly. A second
reason is network connectivity; a high interference margin will prevent the use
of weak links, which might cause the network to partition. Therefore, alternative
solutions may be required.

The method we will use in this thesis is to decrease the data rate for those
links that have received time slots with too low SIR. To do this we measure (or
estimate) the actual SIR when the schedule is used and lower the data rate until
reliable communication is possible.

This is doable to a certain limit. If the external interference is very high,
outside our control, we might finally give up the time slot entirely, set the time
slot as unavailable, and attempt to assign a new slot if this is allowed, and hope
to achieve a better SIR.

Another problem with lowering the data rate was shown is chapter 2, that is
traffic sensitivity. Remember that the priority of a link is based on how loaded
the link is. This is dependent on how many time slots the link is assigned.
If these slots do have a lower data rate than assumed when the time slot was
assigned, it means that the link in practice has lower maximum throughput than
it should. This effect will be seen in the simulations. However, this can be easily
solved by assuming that hij is not an integer and that it decreases when the data
rate decreases. For example, if a link has three times slots allocated, two at full
rate and one at half rate, hij will be two and a half for this link.

In the following we assume that this is done. In the next chapter we will
study the consequences of these methods.

7.4 Instantaneous Maximum Throughput

We will now study some cases where we run the algorithm. In Figure 7.3 we
show the instantaneous maximum throughput for a mobile network for both the
distributed algorithm as well as the centralized algorithm presented in chapter
6. The network is a 32-node network where all nodes moves randomly with a
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Figure 7.3: The figure shows the instantaneous maximum throughput for a 32 node
network during 100 seconds.

speed of 20 m/s during 100 seconds. This is a very mobile network, but it can
be seen as a worst case scenario for a mechanized battalion (not in size though).

The parameter setting for the distributed algorithm is here chosen to default
setting with γI = 0 and γI = 1. As can be seen the maximum throughput
is even slightly higher than what can be achieved with a centralized algorithm.
This is true even when we have limited the information flow. The reason to this
is connected to the theft of time slots. The centralized algorithm is of the greedy
type, not optimal, once a link is scheduled to a time slot it will keep it (during
scheduling) even if it becomes obvious that it is a poor decision later on. The
distributed algorithm can fix problems later by using theft. An example when
this happens is before any of the links have any time slots, priority is then equal
for all links. Both algorithms may choose to fill a specific time slot with links
that are easy to allocate, but with low traffic loads. Such links could probably
be assigned anywhere later which means that the time slot is being wasted. In
such a case the distributed algorithm can improve the situation by reassigning
the time slot by using thefts.

Something interesting to notice is the event taking place about 18s in the
simulation. At this moment we suddenly lose almost a third of the maximum
throughput, later at 42 seconds the maximum throughput is returned. The reason
to this is that the network is circle-shaped before 18 seconds and then the link
that holds the circle together breaks and we get a U-shaped network, see Figure
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Figure 7.4: The figure shows the network at time instance 17 seconds (left) and 18
seconds (right).

7.4. Much of the traffic now needs to be routed a far longer distance while
interference levels almost as high as before. It should be noted of course that
this problem exist also for the centralized algorithm. Added frame length for
better traffic sensitivity would not really help either. At 42 seconds a new link
is created returns the network to a similar form as before.

The distributed algorithm can achieve very high maximum throughput with
this parameter setting, however, it is inappropriate as we will see in the next
chapter due to its very high overhead. Other parameter settings will function
better. This is true even when we limit the information spreading through the
network by setting γI to 1.

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have described an interference-based distributed STDMA
algorithm that we in the next chapter will use to study how much overhead
information it generates. As already have been seen it can give results as high
as what a centralized algorithm can. By adjusting the different thresholds we
can also change how much network information that is sent.
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Chapter 8

Distributed Information–At
what cost?

In this chapter we will study what information the nodes need to convey to the
other nodes in their local neighborhood, how often such messages need to be
sent, and, finally, determine the overhead for some different networks.

8.1 What Information Must Each Node Send and to Which
Receivers?

At the end of the previous chapter we showed what information a node needs
to make a correct decision about whether it can assign a time slot or not. In
this section we will look at the problem from the other side and study what
information a node needs to send to its local neighborhood so that the rest of
the nodes can make correct decisions. Returning to the previous points, we can
divide them into three regions depending on how far away the information is
needed.

Available time slots to send (AV TS):

The sender vi to a link (i, j) must send this information to the receiver vj . No
one else needs the information. This can be seen as Region 1 in Figure 8.1. This
information is sent every time the availability changes for any time slot due to
events in the network. However, with omni-directional antennas, whether or not
a node can send is independent of which link it attempts to use. This means that

97
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Figure 8.1: The different distances information need to be transferred. Solid lines are
normal communication links and dashed lines are interference links.

AV TS should be equal for all outgoing links, and it will normally be sent as
a broadcast message to all neighbors. An exception is the concept of theft, in
which case AV TS can differ for the different links. The message will then be
sent to a subset of the neighbors. The distance to send such a message can be
seen as Region 1 in Figure 8.1, or a union of such regions when it is combined
for all neighbors. It is still only one transmission, though.

We call this a TimeSlotSendMessage.

Local Schedule and Imax

A node needs to know the local schedule and how much more interference can
be handled by the assigned receivers Imax(l, τ) in each time slot.

This information is usually updated after an assignment or deassignment of a
time slot, although not necessarily by the actual link. We can also have updates
due to changes on path gain caused by mobility. This information should be
sent to nodes whose transmissions can interfere with the receiver of the link and
nodes whose reception may be affected by the sender.

The local schedule will be sent to the Region 2 in Figure 8.1. This region
consists of all nodes with a link or interference link to the receiver or transmitter.
The Imax value can be sent to a smaller region than this as only nodes with links
or interference links to the receiver need this information. However, for now
we ignore this since we assume that they are sent in the same message when an
assignment has taken place. Changes of Imax can be sent to the smaller region,
however.

We call this a TimeSlotChangeMessage.
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Priority and state

Knowledge about the priority and state of links is needed even further away.
The reason for this is that the receiver is in control of the link, which also gives
it control of when the sender to the link transmits. This means that the node also
needs information about links that the transmitter can create interference for in
addition to knowledge about receivers of links whose transmissions can cause
problems for the reception of the link. The sender will only test already assigned
slots. It cannot prevent its neighbors from attempting to do assignments. Only
if the priority and state of such links are known by the receiver can this be
prevented. The range of such updates is shown as Region 3 in Figure 8.1.

These are StateChangeMessages and TrafficRateMessages.
Because these messages need to be transferred very far in the network, it

would be an advantage if we could limit the number of them somewhat. State-
ChangeMessages will be sent every time a link wakes up or goes to sleep. If the
link has a high priority value, this will happen many times without it having a
chance to allocate something. Links with lower priority value will allocate the
available capacity first. One way of improving the situation is to introduce a
State Threshold (ST) which controls whether links should be awake or not.

A link that can assign slots normally (or by theft) will remain asleep if its
priority value is sufficiently high compared with the rest of the nodes in the
local neighborhood. However, we use a weighted average in accordance with
the traffic load each link carries. We thereby reduce the effect of a few links
with very light traffic load. A link will thereby remain asleep if:

hij

Λij
>

∑
kl∈Neighborhood hkl∑
kl∈Neighborhood Λkl.

ST

When we change the data rate, hij may also change continuous. There-
fore we also introduce an h Threshold (hT), similar to the IMT described in the
previous chapter.

Link updates

Every time there is a link change, i.e. a link is created or destroyed, or if the
power received from another node passes the interference threshold, it creates
a change in the local neighborhood of not only the transmitter and receiver of
that link but also of nodes further away. If a link has changed to a lower state,
e.g. a link changes into an interference link, this handling is rather simple as it
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means that the local neighborhood decreases for the nodes, and they only need
information about the changing link itself. The new local neighborhood can be
decided by all nodes on their own with nothing more than information about the
changing link.

Sending messages after this may be a little bit more complex because the
routing will change, but we assume that this problem belongs to the routing
layer, which we have assumed can handle this efficiently as long as the MAC
layer can keep track of its local neighborhoods (see assumptions in chapter 2).

The second case occurs if a link has changed to a higher state, e.g. an
interference link into a link. This will result in a situation in which nodes on
both sides of the link may need to increase their local neighborhood with new
links and even new nodes. In such a case we assume that the sender and receiver
of the changing link is responsible for updating their local neighborhood.

Such an update will take place in a number of steps:

1. The sender and receiver exchange their local neighborhood (or an appro-
priate subset, such as links that could be of interest).

2. Both these nodes receive this information and retransmit new information
in their local neighborhood. Information is sent only if it is needed, i.e.
information about a link is sent to those nodes that should have the link in
their Region 3 neighborhood. This means that nodes at two hops distance
do not need information about anything except perhaps the new link, see
Region 3 as an example.

We may also need to send information about links that is already known.
A new link may make a node, previously at two-hop distance, become a
direct neighbor, which should be known by other nodes in our neighbor-
hood.

3. Nodes receiving this information upgrade their local neighborhood ac-
cordingly.

Notice that the only nodes actively involved, i.e. sending messages, in this
exchange are the sender and receiver to the changing link. (This is not entirely
true, however. In some cases if multiple events are taking place at more or less
the same time, it might be necessary for a node to retransmit information about
new links even if a node is not a transmitter or receiver. Such an occurrence can
be noticed if the node studies the destination set of the message and compares
it with the destination set it would send this message to. If they differ, an extra
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Figure 8.2: A 7-node network.

message may be necessary. This will only happen if the node has had link
changes at about the same time as the change that the message describes.)

To clarify the problem with link updates we will give an example. In Figure
8.2 we see a 7-node network. At the start of the example we will assume that
there is no link between node v3 and v6. Then an interference link is created
between them, and, finally, this interference link is upgraded to a full link.

At the start of the example, node v3 has knowledge about nodes v1, v2, and
v4 and all links between these nodes. The only knowledge about node v4 it has
is the link (2, 4). Node v6 has knowledge about the nodes v4, v7, and v5 and all
links between these nodes. It also has knowledge about link (2, 4), but node v2

is not included in the local neighborhood.
At some moment, nodes v3 and v6 detect that they are sufficiently close so

that they can no longer ignore each other. We will discuss how this is done later
in this chapter when we describe how the information is sent on the channel.

Both of these nodes now send an appropriate part of their local neighbor-
hood to each other. How this is done is left for the routing layer, but normally
we do not need six hops to find the other side as in this example. In more prac-
tical implementations one could probably set a maximum number of permitted
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hops, and let the algorithm handle interferences as unidentified in such cases.
But here we will assume that information is always sent if possible.

Node v3 sends information about itself, v3, v1 and links (1, 3) and (3, 1) as
more is not needed on the other side of an interference link (see Figure 8.1).

Node v6 sends information about itself, v6, v7 and links (7, 6) and (6, 7).
This information is then to be spread in the “old” local neighborhoods of

v3 and v6. Once again, though, we limit the necessary information. Node v6

only needs to inform node v7 about node v3, its incoming link (1, 3) and the
existence of the new interference link. Node v3 informs node v1 about node v6,
its incoming link (7, 6) and the new interference link.

Once these updates are done, the new local neighborhoods are updated.
Now, let us assume that nodes v3 and v6 move closer, and the interference

link will eventually be useful as a communication link. The reaction of v3 and v6

are similar to the previous reaction, but the appropriate information is different
than the previous update. Node v3 sends information about v3, v1 and v2, and
links (1, 3), (3, 1) and (4, 2). In addition to this, information about the existence
of the interference link between v3 and v2 is also given.

Similarly, node v6 sends information about v6, v7, v5, and links (7, 6), (6, 7),
(4, 5), and information about the interference link between v6 and v5.

Some of this information could, of course, be omitted, because many of
these links are already known. But to be safe, information about this can be
transmitted anyway, as a precaution if the link gain changes so fast that the
interference links do not have time to be generated. This could happen if we
have obstacles between the nodes. This information does not need to be relayed
any more since a direct link is available, however, care should be taken since the
routing algorithm possibly does not know anything of this link yet.

Nodes v3 and v6 should now inform their local neighborhoods about the
change.

In addition to this we have also added sequence numbers to these messages,
because simultaneous events may cause old information to arrive later than the
new information if several links are changing at the same time. When nodes in
such cases send their local neighborhoods, there is no guarantee that no old in-
formation is received after the new. By adding a sequence number that only the
owner (receiver) of a link may change, we make certain that old information is
not used. For now, these are only necessary for links updates as these messages
are sent by nodes other than the owner of the link.

In addition to this information, the local schedule must also be updated.
However, this information is only needed in Region 2, which means that the
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sender and receiver only needs to send the time slots in which they have outgo-
ing or incoming links assigned. In addition, this information does not need to
be further conveyed.

These are LinkChangeMessage Type 1 and 2.

Overview of the Message Types

We conclude this section by giving an overview of the existing messages shown
in Table 8.1.

Message Purpose Destinations Region

AVTS
When the sender can
transmit Only the receiver 1

Schedule
Assigned time slots and
their Imax

Those nodes that can be af-
fected by the assignment, i.e
at least a direct interference
link

2

Priority Controls access in the lo-
cal neighborhood

Sufficient so that two simul-
taneous assignments do not
cause problems

3

Link
Changes

Updates the local neigh-
borhood

Same as above 3

Table 8.1: An overview of the different types of messages used in the scheduling.

8.2 Message Size

To determine the overhead traffic we must also know how large each message is.
We will study this problem in this section using the same assumptions as in the
rest of the report, i.e. there will be no lost messages. Therefore, each message
can be very optimized.

An additional assumption is that the exact number of nodes in the network
is known as this can simplify the messages.

In the following Table, 8.2, we give the required message size for a 32-node
network with a frame length of 200 time slots.

For each message we use a long and short length. The long message often
contains a full 32-bit multicast address, whereas the short uses the fact that
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many messages are transmitted to the same multicast group many times and
that nodes can save such information. This is of course, overoptimistic for a
single message. However, we disregard source coding over many messages,
which could decrease message length a lot as different messages often contain
similar information, and several messages are often generated at the same time.

Message Type Long Size Short Size

LinkChangeMessage Type 1 55b 29b
LinkChangeMessage Type 2 82b 56b

StateChangeMesssage 48b 16b
TimeSlotChangeMessage - ALLOC 72b 40 b

TimeSlotChangeMessage - DEALLOC 58b 26b
TimeSlotChangeMessage - Theft 35b -

TimeSlotChangeMessage - I : max 72b 40b
TimeSlotChangeMessage - Info 47b -
TimeSlotSendMessage - Normal 20b -

TimeSlotSendMessage - Steal 21 - 52b -
TimeSlotSendMessage - All 21 - 52b -
TimeSlotSendMessage - Info 20b -

TimeSlotSendMessage - All timeslots 215b -
TrafficRateMessage Λij and hij 72b 40 b

Table 8.2: The size of different types of messages used by the algorithm for a 32-node
network. (“Info” is a specific message type transfered at the same time as
LinkChangeMessages, updating Regions 1 and 2.)

8.3 How Often Are These Messages Sent?

We also need to know how often each type of message is going to be sent.
There are two different causes of virtually all changes in an ad hoc network:

link gain changes and traffic changes.
The first of these is usually dependent on mobility, but nodes that leave or

enter the network can be seen as more abrupt changes in link gain. In our traffic
model, traffic changes will mainly depend on rerouting due to changes in path
gain but in general will also depend on the input traffic to the network.

For small changes in link gain, Imax, may change value and it is possible
that time slots can now be assigned or must be deassigned because of the SIR
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Figure 8.3: The used frame.

criteria. This can have consequences for nodes further away, e.g. new slots that
can be assigned or stolen.

For larger changes in link gain, links may be broken or created. This can
create substantial changes in the scheduling process and perhaps also rerouting,
which can also create changes far away in the network

These are very complex processes, and an analytic calculation is difficult.
We will use simulations to determine how often messages are sent.

8.4 Exactly How Are Each of These Messages Sent?

The basic idea is to divide time into two parts, as shown in Figure 8.3, as USAP
[21] uses its bootstrap slots.

• One TDMA frame with mini-slots used for administrative information
(STDMA overhead) where one is given to each node.

• One STDMA frame which is used for user traffic.

In practice the different frames do not need to be divided as the figure shows,
and for large networks a pure TDMA frame is probably not necessary, but we
want to use two advantages of TDMA here.

First, TDMA is independent of mobility. As long as we have no new nodes,
the schedule does not need to be updated. This means not just that such updates
can be ignored, but also that the slots which each node uses can be known in the
entire network.

Second, because only one node is sending in these slots and the rest of the
nodes know which one this is, it can be used for determining both link gain and
when interference links exist.
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In a large network, a pure TDMA frame is not very efficient. We may also
have problems with traffic adaptivity if the administrative traffic is different on
the different nodes.

In such cases we may need to change the concept somewhat, because a pure
TDMA frame is inefficient. Each node should still have one mini-slot each,
but we might need more slots to handle the traffic variations. Which node that
should send in a slot could then be decided based on priority, message history,
or reservations made in the pure TDMA frame. We will not go into detail about
this but leave an exact implementation for future work. As long as the simplified
overhead is a small part of the total available capacity, the real overhead should
not be that much larger.

As previously stated we will assume that we have no delay for these TDMA
messages and that two independent events cannot take place simultaneously.
(They may if they take place at the exact same moment in time.)

The overhead cost will now be the amount of the time that needs to be mini-
slots. We also assume that this part can be varied over time, because the amount
of overhead traffic generated that will be generated is dependent on the size of
the network change that occurs. Therefore we will study the average overhead
as a measurement.

8.5 What Affects the Overhead?

Before we show simulation results, it might be useful to consider which network
properties that will affect the overhead:

• Network size

The network size has a direct effect on the TDMA frame; a doubling
of the network size doubles the required TDMA frame. It may also in-
crease the overhead per node if the local neighborhoods increase in size.
The network size is not a parameter we can control, but it will affect the
performance of the algorithm. From Chapter 6 we also know that the re-
quired frame length also increases with network size. In addition to this,
the required address space will be larger for a large network.

We will mainly study a 32-node network.

• Network Connectivity
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Network connectivity is a measure of how large a part of the network that
a node can reach with one hop. Connectivity will have a direct effect on
the local neighborhoods, thereby increasing the number of nodes infor-
mation needs to be spread to. As above, network connectivity is difficult
to control, but because it is possible to do this to some extent by power
control, we will mainly study this for low connectivity.

• Choice of γI

Connectivity is a measure on normal links. The interference threshold
will affect the local neighborhood through interference links. The smaller
this parameter, the larger the part of the network included in the local
neighborhood. This is one parameter that is under our control (at least for
higher values; small interference values can be troublesome to measure).

• Mobility rate

Mobility rate is the rate of changes in the network. A faster network
will require updates more frequent. However, as long as the STDMA
algorithm manages to keep the schedule updated, the mobility rate should
have an approximately linear effect as all updates only react to changes.

• Frame length

The more time slots we have to assign and negotiate, the more overhead it
requires. But a longer frame length also gives higher maximum through-
put, as seen in Chapter 6.

8.6 Feedback and Stability–Discussion

For γI equal to zero we will never have more than one link active at the same
time. This means that normally when a link is assigned a time slot, this will not
cause a problem for anybody else. Only mobility (and theft) can force a link to
give up a time slot. For time-slot efficiency, we want to choose a high threshold
when we give up a time slot so that few links use decreased data rates.

For γI greater than zero, the situation is not quite so convenient any more.
Information is now limited and an assignment of a time slot that seems to be
valid in a node’s local neighborhood may create problems for the nodes outside
this. A problem that appeared when we tested the algorithm the first number of
times was that it did not stop for γI greater than zero. This was because thresh-
olds chosen for giving up a time slot were so high that external interference
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Figure 8.4: The figure shows how instantaneous maximum throughput is dependent on
time during an update.

from nodes outside the local neighborhood more or less always forced some
links to give up their time slots. As a consequence, they tried to steal new time
slots (which did not work any better) one after the other. This problem can be
alleviated, as seen in the next section, by changing some of the thresholds and
not allowing a link to reassign itself a time slot it already has lost for a period of
time. However, the feed-back loop from external (outside local neighborhood)
information is still there.

It is easy to assign links on the edge of the network and short links compared
with those in the center, especially long (thereby lower SNR) links. Assigning
such links will cause problems for the links outside their local neighborhood,
forcing decreased data rates, which results in increased priority and possibly
thefts. Links that lose time slots may then steal from links further away, possibly
the link that started this. Such loops lead to poor convergence of the algorithm
for γI greater than zero and thereby unnecessary high overhead traffic. On the
other hand, maximum throughput will be high since the algorithm will continue
until it finds a good schedule.

It is interesting to notice that relatively good schedules are found very quickly
after a change takes place, see Figure 8.4 for an example. But for limited in-
formation, the algorithm continues long after this, optimizing (with limited suc-
cess). It stops at a value it could have found in a quarter of the time. If we could
stop the scheduling this early, we could get a much lower overhead cost than
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2 LC2
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4 ALLOC and DEALLOC
5 Imax

6 AVTS
7 Traffic and Priority

Table 8.3: OH traffic for different types of messages.

what we presently have. For the full information case this is less of a problem.
The optimization phase is still here, but here it improves the schedule and is
much shorter.

In the next section we will study better choices of parameter settings than
the default values. Unfortunately, the optimization phase is not easy to turn off
without negative consequences.

8.7 Parameter Settings

The messages described above will be used when the algorithm is run. How-
ever, the number of messages that will be sent is highly dependent on the exact
parameter setting chosen. In this section we will try to find a better choice than
the default values, i.e. when the different thresholds are not used. We will not
try to optimize these parameters, because this would be very complicated, and
the exact result is probably very dependent on the specific network and mobility
pattern.

Furthermore, because our simulated values of the overhead will only be
approximative, the value of an exact optimization even for a specific network is
not very high.

We will start by studying how much overhead traffic each message type
costs with the default setting. In Figure 8.3 we plot this for the different message
types with γI = 0 and γI = 1. As can be seen, it is most expensive to transmit
Imax, followed by State information,Traffic and Priority.
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Figure 8.5: Maximum throughput (left) and Overhead (right) for different IM.

Imax is a continuous variable (almost at least, as the simulator will give
time samples) and changes very rapidly. Many such messages will be sent with
only very minor changes. As we will see, the Imax Threshold will decrease
this considerably with only a minor decrease in maximum throughput. Priority
updates have partially the same problem when the data rate is decreased.

State change messages are also very expensive, due to the distance they
need to travel. Another problem with these messages is that a local change
that free a time slot will awake a lot of links, but usually only one or two will
receive the time slot. The rest will go to sleep again with the result that two
StateChangeMessages will be sent over a large part of the network without any
gain for each link in the neighborhood. The State Threshold will alleviate this
problem somewhat but cannot eliminate it. In addition the AVTS messages have
a similar problem, although it is local.

From this, we see that good parameter setting choices are necessary. If set to
default, the overhead traffic will be significant. In this example, we have more
than 2 Mbits/s just for overhead.

8.7.1 Imax Threshold

To avoid the problem around continuous variables, we introduced the Imax
Threshold (IMT).

In Figure 8.5 we plot the maximum throughput and overhead traffic for dif-
ferent values of the Imax Threshold. As can be seen the maximum throughput
does not depend very much on this threshold, but for values above 0.15 we start
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Figure 8.6: Maximum throughput for different Theft Thresholds.

to see a slight decline in maximum throughput. For the overhead cost it looks
completely different. There is a significant decrease in overhead when we de-
crease the value for small values. For higher values the change is smaller, and for
very high values (around 0.3) it starts to increase again. For a small threshold of
Imax most of the updates are unnecessary, giving only an increase in overhead.
For high values, the algorithm will often have incorrect information, which may
lead to decreased data rates and increased thefts, which also increases overhead.

8.7.2 Theft Threshold

As the network is constantly changing, some links that do not need capacity at
one time may need capacity later. We therefore allow the links to steal from
each other if this results in an increase in the local maximum throughput. In the
default settings, this is allowed if maximum throughput is higher after the theft
independent of how small the gain is. The result of this is that we may have
many such thefts at the end of each scheduling phase that optimizes the sched-
ule. For a static network this may be an advantage, but for a mobile network the
cost of these thefts may be higher than the actual gain.

In Figure 8.6 we plot maximum throughput and overhead traffic as a func-
tion of the Theft Threshold. As can be seen the maximum throughput decreases
with a higher value of the Theft Threshold. From this we can conclude that even
very small gains by theft improve maximum throughput. However these small
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Figure 8.7: Maximum throughput and overhead for different State Thresholds.

gains have a larger impact on overhead traffic. For now, we will choose to use a
value of 1.05.

8.7.3 State Threshold

A problem for small changes in network topology is that only a few links usu-
ally benefit from the changes, but many links will attempt to do so. For example,
if a link deallocates a time slot, it may suddenly seem to be available for many
links in the local neighborhood, but usually only one of them will be able to
assign itself the time slot. However, all of them may wake up and send a Stat-
eChangeMessage, which all must be sent to the whole local neighborhood at a
large cost. Once a link has assigned itself the time slot, they will need to send a
new StateChangeMessage saying that they are now asleep again.

This is a costly process. By adding a State Threshold as described in 8.1,
we can decrease the number of such messages.

In Figure 8.7 we plot maximum throughput and overhead traffic as a func-
tion of the State Threshold. For γI = 0 the maximum throughput seems to be
rather independent of this threshold, whereas for γI = 1 it actually increases
when the State Threshold uses a low value. One reason for this may be that
edge nodes will be less aggressive now, not trying to assign themselves time
slots that they do not need as often. This leads to fewer cases of decreased data
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Figure 8.8: Maximum throughput and Overhead for different h Thresholds.

rates. It is interesting to notice, however, that the limited information now gives
higher maximum throughput than full information. Yet overhead is higher, so
nothing is for free.

From these Figures it seems that the smaller values of State Threshold we
choose, the better result we get. However, a choice of threshold at 1.0 or below
will be difficult since that would put all links to sleep if the links have the same
priority value (this happens, for example, at initialization). For now we will
choose a value of 1.02.

8.7.4 h Threshold

When we change the data rate, hij may also change continuously. We have
therefore introduced an h Threshold (hT) .

In Figure 8.8 we plot maximum throughput and overhead traffic as a func-
tion of the hT.

As can be seen, overhead traffic decreases with increasing value, whereas
maximum throughput remains more or less constant. The improvement is also
larger for higher values of γI . A value of 0.05 seems to be a good choice.
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Figure 8.9: The figure shows the instantaneous maximum throughput for a 32 node
network during 100 seconds (left) and average overhead during the same
time.

8.8 An Alternative Possibility–Removal of States

The main problem with everything done so far is that the general overhead cost
is simply too high. It might even require less overhead to do this for a cen-
tralized scheme in which all information is collected into a central node, which
distributes a schedule to the rest of the network. The main reason for this is that
a centralized algorithm does not need to negotiate for each time slot; only path
loss values need to be transmitted. A centralized solution is less robust, and
errors could cause large problems. But that a centralized scheme could do this
more cheaply is still not a desirable trait.

The distributed algorithm still has some benefits. First, most links will not
experience any problems when we have a change and can simply continue using
the same schedule as before. Second, even if the distributed algorithm would
not have sufficient assigned capacity for finishing the all the updates we will still
always have a schedule, and updates will start with the most problematic links
and improve things quickly for these links.

There is an alternative way of doing the scheduling that is more optimized
to uniform capacity. We can remove the link state asleep. This means that links
never go to sleep, with the result that no nodes will ever assign any time slots to
a link if that link does not have the highest priority. In addition this means that
there will be no optimization phase. All thefts will be the result of mobility.
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Figure 8.10: The figure shows the maximum throughput and overhead for different
frame lengths.

If we now run the algorithm with this new assumption, we can see in Figure
8.9 the instantaneous maximum throughput for the same mobile network as be-
fore. The parameter setting for the distributed algorithm is set to default here for
γI = 1 and γI = 0. As can be seen, we have lower maximum throughput than
we had when state was used. This is due to decreased (or removed) optimiza-
tion phase. But, as can be seen, the overhead has also decreased compared to the
case using nominal values of the original algorithm, see 7.3. As before we can
choose values of Imax Threshold and Theft Threshold to decrease the overhead.
For simplicity we choose the same values, even if additional improvement can
be found by optimizing them directly for the non-states version as well.

An additional property here is that γI = 1 gives higher maximum through-
put than γI = 0 even for the nominal parameter case. This is probably because
a certain optimization phase still exists for γI = 1, which gives a slight increase
both in maximum throughput and overhead.

In the following we will study algorithms that use states and those that do
not.

8.9 Frame Length

In Figure 8.10 we plot maximum throughput and overhead as a function of the
frame length. As can be seen the maximum throughput behaves similar to the
static networks investigated in Chapter 6.
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Figure 8.11: The figure shows the maximum throughput and overhead for different val-
ues of γI .

We can see that the overhead cost seems to increase linearly with the frame
length, and that the choice of a frame length of 200 times slots appears reason-
able for this network.

This also means that the joint node and link assignment scheme from Chap-
ter 6 could be very efficient here since we would probably need less than half
the frame length to reach the same maximum throughput, thereby reducing over-
head by about the same. (Almost, at least, as nodes handling would need to be
added.)

8.10 Results for Different γI

In Figure 8.11 we now plot maximum throughput and overhead as a function
of γI . This parameter controls the size of the local neighborhood, and it is
important to choose a good value for this in order to achieve good performance.

Using states is a very aggressive form of scheduling that works well if we
have good information about the network. For this network it achieves the high-
est maximum throughput for values of γI around one or less. For values around
four or higher the algorithm experiences difficulties. This is because in this sim-
ulation we have chosen to let go of a time slot if the data rate has been lowered
to below 30 % of the nominal rate. When interference can be three or four times
stronger than the noise levels, weak links will experience difficulties, because
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the aggressiveness of the algorithm will try to fill the schedule as much as pos-
sible. Weak links will simply not find any time slots to assign, because they
will all be blocked by external interference. All time slots will be tested without
success.

In the no-states version, this is much less of a problem. The less aggressive
assignments will leave many more time slots available for the weak links. It is
still not very efficient to use very high values of γI . Eventually the maximum
throughput of this version will drop as well. A considerable increase of overhead
will be seen here as well, but first at much higher values (γI ≥ 7).

8.11 The Effect of Mobility–Slow Networks

The network we are testing is a very mobile network, where each node moves
around at 20 m/s independent of the others. This is a very difficult scenario,
and it is not unexpected that the overhead cost will be very high. However,
due to one of the basic properties of the algorithm that updates only take place
when something happens, overhead should decrease for a less mobile network.
In addition, as we have assumed that the algorithm has time to finish all up-
dates between events (one event usually consists of many sub-events, though,
for example, all path loss updates take place at the same time) mobility usually
only scales the time between the events. If we also consider our traffic model,
it means that traffic changes on the links only take place due to mobility. The
overhead should therefore behave roughly linearly with mobility.

We have studied a slow network where nodes move at 2 m/s, but still use
the same movement pattern as the usual 32-node network. It will therefore take
1000 seconds to move the same distance. We will not plot any results, but the
simulation results look similar to the normal networks, but with overhead around
22 kbits/s when we are not using states, and 41 kbits/s if states are used.

8.12 The Effect of Connectivity–Sparse Network

STDMA is most useful in sparse networks, however, it cannot always be guar-
anteed that the network is connected, i.e. that there always exists a route from
source to destination at the nominal data rate. The STDMA algorithm can han-
dle such a situation, although there might be a substantial amount of the over-
head traffic that will be sent over the interference links (with decreased data
rate) for lack of faster links.
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Figure 8.12: The figure shows the maximum throughput and overhead for the sparse
network.

We will therefore study a partly unconnected 32-node network, with an aver-
age of 95 percent possible paths. One of the main benefits of the sparse network
is the fewer number of links than the previously tested network. This will allow
us to use a shorter frame length, 150 time slots.

In Figure 8.12 we plot the maximum throughput for the sparse network as a
function of γI .

The curves look similar to those for the normal network. However, there
is one significant difference: The cost of full information is now much more
expensive. It is much more costly to send information to all nodes in a non-
connected network because this requires decreased rates and the use of interfer-
ence links. This suggests that full information may also be very expensive if
the network size increases and the number of hops in the network increases. A
value of γI equal to one or higher works well for the version with states, even
higher for no-states.

In addition, the frame length is reduced by a quarter, as is the overhead
traffic. The requirement for a short frame length is obvious.

8.13 Comparison to Centralized Scheduling

As a final comparison we once again make a comparison to what maximum
throughput that could be achievable with a centralized algorithm. In Figure 8.13
(left) we show the instantaneous maximum throughput for a mobile network for
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Figure 8.13: The figure shows the instantaneous maximum throughput during 100 sec-
onds for the 32-node network.

Centralized Using States No States
0.6034 0.6092 0.5659

Table 8.4: The average instantaneous capacity during 100 seconds.

both the distributed algorithm with the chosen parameter setting as well as the
centralized algorithm presented in chapter 6. This is plotted for γI = 1 when we
are using states and for γI = 2 when we are not using states, because these are
the best choices for this specific network scenario. In addition, in 8.13 (right) we
shows the instantaneous maximum throughput from 22 seconds to 38 seconds
into the simulations.

As can be seen, instantaneous maximum throughput when we are using
states is on average as high as the maximum throughput for centralized schedul-
ing, see also table 8.4, despite the fact that information is limited. When we
are not using states, there is a 6% loss in maximum throughput but at half the
overhead cost.

There is a considerable variation of the instantaneous maximum throughput
during the 100 seconds though, which is unwanted. However, this is the case for
the centralized algorithm as well and is a more fundamental network property so
it is not a specific weakness in our distributed algorithm. The very quick change
taking place at 18 seconds can create a problem when trying to guarantee quality
of service.
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These results do not consider the cost of overhead, however, but in order
to do so we would need to consider data rates on the channel as well. If we
have a 1 Mbit/s instantaneous link data rate, the cost of 200-400 kbit/s would be
considerable and much of the capacity would be needed just to handle overhead
traffic. On the other hand, for 10 Mbit/s or more these costs would be a small
proportion of the total available capacity.

8.14 Future Work and Improvements

A number of improvements could be added to the algorithm to make it more
efficient. One improvement is to allow nodes to assign more than one time slot
at a time. This could be allowed if many time slots are available and the node
can determine that it will receive more than one time slot for its links. This is
the case for long frame lengths and could be one way to decrease the number of
messages sent.

Another improvement is for the nodes to keep track of the local maximum
throughput and how this changes over time. A node could use this to determine
whether the network is in the first improving phase or the optimization phase in
the end. Some minor tests on this have been performed that appears to give good
results, but as this further increases the complexity of the algorithm simpler
solutions would be preferable.

An additional way of decreasing the overhead is to attack the data rate feed-
back loop by ignoring the decreased data rate from the link layer as long as the
data rate is not so low that the link should be deallocated from the time slot or
that the algorithm calculates with modified data rates, i.e. the data rate used in
calculations will be somewhere between real data rate and nominal.

In addition, we need to provide an efficient solution for how to transmit the
overhead messages on the channel. A pure TDMA channel is not sufficient. We
also need a more dynamic part that can handle the varying administrative traffic
loads.

Node assignment could be implemented by turning control over to the trans-
mitter instead of the receiver. A node could be assigned the time slot if all its
outgoing links could be assigned in a time slot. This would also allow us to
use joint node and link assignment, thereby reducing the need for long frame
lengths.
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8.15 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied how much overhead the distributed algorithm
generated. We have also studied how different parameter settings should be
chosen. Good settings are necessary to reduce overhead. But such a setting
works fairly well for the different networks we have studied.

The overhead traffic requirements can be significant, especially if we need
a large frame length and the network is very mobile. For slower networks the
amount of generated overhead is easily handleable. For larger, highly mobile
networks (which also requires larger frame lengths) high link data rates will be
needed.

We have described two different approaches: using states and not using
states.

Using states gives a much more aggressive allocations, with schedules with
maximum throughput much closer to that of a centralized algorithm but at a cost
of high overhead. This overhead is currently probably much higher than what
it could be, but we have not found a simple way to reduce the overhead. With
more work, the overhead can probably be considerably decreased.

If we remove states, we get an algorithm that is much more careful in as-
signing time slots, resulting in lower throughput. But overhead requirement is
so much lower that the algorithm can be possibly be used for the high mobility
case for link data with reasonable data rates.

In addition, the required overhead can probably be reduced in the future by
adding joint node and link assignment as this reduces the frame length require-
ment.

All problems are definitely not solved so far but this is a good start.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Discussion

Adaptations on the link layer is common today. Interference-based scheduling
is a tool that can bring this kind of adaptation also to higher layers in the com-
munication stack. STDMA has the potential to exploit the radio channel to a
much better degree than most currently used MAC protocols.

We started by looking at the two most common assignment strategies used
for STDMA. For unicast traffic, link assignment behaves in the ideal case better
for high traffic loads, achieving a higher throughput. However, this comes at a
cost of higher delay than node assignment for low traffic loads.

To remove the inefficiencies we developed LET, which has the advantages
of both methods. LET can be added to all link schedules, thereby considerably
decreasing delay. However, as was shown these results are only valid if we have
sufficient frame length, which is not certain in all cases, especially as overhead
cost is proportionate to the frame length.

To really exploit the radio channel, the separate methods are not sufficient,
only a combination of them can really give us the capacity we need with a
sufficiently short frame length.

We have also looked at the underlying network models and seen what effect
such a choice can have on network throughput. The traditionally used graph
model can give very poor results in many cases. The full interference model is
always best especially for large network size and low connectivity when the gain
is highest. This shows that interference-based scheduling is very interesting if
made to work.

However, the scenarios we have envisioned STDMA to work for are gen-
erally mobile, even highly mobile, and even if centralized algorithms can be a
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help in finding and investigating properties of STDMA, they are not considered
practically useful for us. Making STDMA distributed was one of the original
goals, specifically if we could base it on the interference-based model. This has
been one of the most difficult parts of the work.

Although not complete, the algorithm developed can give results close to
what a centralized algorithm can, although the overhead traffic requirements
can be significant, especially if we need a large frame length and the network
is very mobile. For slower networks the amount of generated overhead can be
easily handleable.

For larger highly mobile networks, high link data rates will be needed, but
with a very good channel utilization as a result.



Appendix A

Simulation Model

Due to the relaying of packets the statistical properties of the behavior of the
network is complicated, and an exact analytical analysis of the expected delay
is difficult [7]. Therefore computer simulations is used in order to determine the
network delay. Here we give a more detailed description of the simulation setup
used.

We will first describe how the networks are generated and how the basic path
loss between all nodes are calculated. Then we will describe how simulations
in order to estimate network delay and maximum throughput have been done.

A.1 Generation of networks

All static networks used in the comparison are generated in the following way;
N nodes are spread out uniformly in a sample terrain consisting of mixed mead-
ows and forest. The size of the area is 15kmx25km. The center frequency is
chosen as 300 MHz, and antenna heights 3 m. Both communication threshold
and reliable communication threshold are set at 10dB.

In the comparisons 500 to 1000 networks of size 10, 20, 40 and 60 nodes
have been generated with different connectivity. The connectivity is varied by
changing the transmission power for a network. The transmission power is al-
ways set sufficiently high so that it gives a connected network.
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Mobile Networks

The mobile network is generated by spreading 32 nodes uniformly in the sample
terrain, then each of them move randomly with a speed of 20 m/s in this terrain
during 100 seconds. This is sampled ten times a second, i.e. a path loss matrix
is generated each tenth of a second.

A.2 Link Gain

An essential part of modeling an on-ground or near-ground radio network is to
model the electromagnetic propagation characteristics due to the terrain varia-
tion. A common approach is to use the basic path-loss Lb between two nodes.
The most simple assumption concerning the wave propagation is that no obsta-
cles appear between the transmitting and receiving antennas, and no reflection
or diffraction exist in the neighborhood of the path between the receiving and
transmitting antennas. This model is the so-called free-space assumption.

Refined assumptions of wave propagation conditions near ground include
terrain-height information and terrain-type information to estimate the basic
path-loss. See Parsons’ [69, Sec. 2.3] for an introductory description of the
problem. In the digital terrain database we have used, the height is represented
as terrain-height samples at equidistant square lattice intersection points, and
the terrain type is one of maximum 256 terrain types such as fresh water, salt
water, forest, wet ground, etc. We assign electromagnetic ground constants such
as relative dielectric constant εr and conductivity σ for each terrain type, and
we also assign surface roughness for terrain types. Our database has a 50-meter
grid for the terrain-height samples and a 25 meter by 25 meter terrain-type area.

All our calculations are carried out using the wave propagation computa-
tions library DetVag-90 R©, [70]. Here, we use the multiple knife-edge model of
Vogler [71] with five knife edges. Currently, DetVag-90 R© works with narrow-
band signals, i.e., the bandwidth of the transmitted signal should be of percent-
age order of the carrier frequency.

With the assumption of omnidirectional antennas, the link gain G will be
equal to 1/Lb.
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A.3 Simulations in order to Estimate the Delay and Max-
imum Throughput

An essential part of the results in the thesis has been generated with the help of
simulations of the network delay and maximum throughput. In this section we
will discuss how this has been done and certain issues regarding the errors from
such simulations. With a few exceptions, delay estimates have been made for
traffic intensities far from the maximum throughput. This has the advantage of
fast convergence toward a small estimation error because the delays of single
messages will essentially be independent due to little or no interdependence
between messages, (there is often only one message at a time in the network at
low traffic arrival rates). There are some exceptions, however. We will start with
a discussion on how network delay is obtained and continue with the maximum
throughput.

A.3.1 Estimation of Network Delay

In the simulator, for each node, a pseudo random number generator generates a
exponentially distributed number with average value N/λ as the time between
generated messages in that node. For each time slot, this value is decreased by
one. Once the value is zero (or less), a new message is generated in the node.
The destination for this message is also generated randomly with equal proba-
bility for the other nodes in the network. Both creation time and destination are
stamped on the message. Then the message is placed in the correct outgoing
queue according to the routing matrix. In each node on the path the destination
is first checked, and then the node continues relaying the message in the correct
time slot according to the schedule S. Once the destination is reached, the delay
of this message is added to the delay of the other messages that have arrived at
their destination. In addition, the number of arrived messages is recorded.

The chosen simulation time has varied somewhat depending on the situa-
tion. The delay on each path is different, which makes estimates of required
simulation length somewhat more complicated. For low traffic rates, there is
usually only one message at a time so the delays of different messages can be
considered independent. We thereby get fast convergence toward a good esti-
mate of the network delay. For higher traffic rates, delays for messages will no
longer be independent so it will be more complicated to determine the estima-
tion errors.

In addition we also have the time until the network reaches steady state.
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Figure A.1: The figure plots the ratio between the standard deviation of the network
delay and network delay versus for different traffic arrival rates.

When the simulations start, the network queues will be empty. For low rates,
an empty network will be very common and the time to steady state will not af-
fect the simulation results very much. For high rates, this can have more effect
because an empty network will be extremely uncommon. To avoid using mes-
sages with too low delay (because they have been sent through a network with
less traffic in queue than is likely) we remove the first part of the simulation, i.e.
messages arriving within a certain percent of the total time are not considered at
all.

The chosen simulation time has been 2000 times the frame length for low
traffic rates. This will give approximately 2000∗0.01∗2 = 40 messages on each
path, which should be sufficient to give an acceptable estimate of the network
delay. We also remove the first 10 % of the simulated messages in this case. For
medium rates and high rates, the value is set to 5000 times the frame length to
get a better result.

It is also important to notice that the accuracy of most simulation results is
not very important. Our main focus is more on the shape of the curves than
on the exact values of network delay for each network. We also simulate net-
work delay for a large number of networks all the time, which gives us more
redundancy.
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An example of the standard deviation of the estimated network delay

In figures A.1 we now plot an estimate of the ratio between the standard devi-
ation of the network delay and network delay for different traffic arrival rates.
This is done for a single 20 node network with the above parameter settings by
doing 200 separate simulations for each traffic arrival rate and from this esti-
mating the standard deviation of the given results.

In the left figure this is done with low traffic arrival rates with a simulation
length of 2000 times the frame length. As can be seen, the largest deviation in
this region is in the relative order of a single percent. The error is largest at low
arrival rates, since there are much fewer messages sent through the network at
this rate.

In the right figure this is done for high traffic arrival rates with a simulation
length of 5000 times the frame length. This time the errors are larger, especially
close to 0.75 which is very close to the estimated maximum throughput of this
network (0.757). Nevertheless, the errors are sufficiently small so that the sim-
ulation results can be useful. In addition, even if errors are on the order of tens
of percent close to the maximum throughput limit this will not result in so large
errors in estimations of maximum throughput since the network delay curve is
very steep close to this value.

A.3.2 Estimation of Maximum Throughput

Maximum throughput is a much more difficult parameter to simulate because
we want to find the largest value of the input traffic load so that we get bounded
delay. The problem with this is that to detect that delay is unbounded would
take infinite time to simulate, which is not possible. Instead we use the same
method as when we estimate delay, but find which traffic load for which the
network delay reaches a very high value. This will not give us the real value
of the maximum throughput, but because the curve is very steep close to the
asymptote, the error will be small if we choose a sufficiently large value of the
network delay, see for example Figure 4.2. Exactly how much we underestimate
the maximum throughput by is more difficult to say since we only know the
approximate shape of the curve.

We also have the same problem as before with reaching steady state. The
closer to the asymptote we try to simulate network delay, the longer it takes to
reach an estimate that does not rise with the simulation length. In addition, due
to the high variance and interdependence between the curves, it is difficult to
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ascertain that steady state has been reached.
To handle this we will make partial estimates of the network delay based

on the last 1000 frame lengths and compare these with the total estimate of the
network delay. As long as the partial value is higher than the total value we have
probably not reached steady state and will continue until we find a sample that
is lower or until a maximum simulation time is reached. That maximum is now
set at 30000 frame lengths, which gives approximately 30000 ∗ 2 ∗ 0.5 = 30000
messages sent per path.

The maximum throughput will be found by increasing the input traffic load
λ until the delay passes the value 200 ∗ D0, where D0 is the network delay at
λ = 0.01. The step size is different for different simulation. Usually it is 0.01,
but in figure 3.2 the choice is 0.001.
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